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In February 1999, across the snow capped peaks
in the Kargil and Dras sectors, troops of the
Pakistan’s Northern Light Infantry, along with
elements of the Special Services Group (SSG),
infiltrated across the Line of Control and occu-
pied the heights dominating the National
Highway 1D. A large number of heavily armed
irregulars and Afghan mercenaries accompa-
nied this group to give a facade of this being a
Mujahideen group. Code named ‘Operation
Badr’ by Pakistan, the initial infiltration went
unnoticed by the Indian security forces. Due to
maintenance difficulties, Indian forward posts in
this sector used to be withdrawn in winter and
reoccupied at the onset of Spring. Pakistan thus
achieved surprise and soon was in occupation of
nearly 200 square km of Indian territory, to
include all the dominating heights overlooking
the road to Leh.

The battle waged to evict this ingress was long
and bitter. The saga of grit and courage exhibited
by the Indian Army, will long be remembered.
Against all odds, our men climbed up the razor
sharp cliffs, disregarding the blistering machine
gun fire that came in torrents from the mountain
top. Inch by bloody inch the enemy was pushed
back from peak after peak till finally on 26 July
1999, the last peak was cleared. Pakistani forces
occupying the heights were decimated, and in
an act that shall forever rebound to the shame of
the Pakistani military, they disowned their dead
in battle. Recapturing the Kargil and Dras
heights came at a cost for India too, the country
losing 527 soldiers KIA (killed in action) and 1363
wounded in battle. But a great victory had been
achieved, celebrated now as Kargil Vijay Divas
every year on 26 July.

Despite the humiliation of Kargil, Pakistani
aggression continues unabated till date, with its
unabashed support to terror groups such as the
Lashkar-e-Taiba and the Hizbul Mujahideen.
Pakistan continues to run a maze of terror camps
which provide training in arms and explosives to
young men and women who are then infiltrated
into India to carry out acts of sabotage and ter-

ror. In July 2015, a police station was attacked in
Gurdaspur and in January this year, terrorists
from across the border attacked the Air Force
Station in Pathankot. The recent violence in
Kashmir is also symptomatic of the support pro-
vided by Pakistan to terrorist groups operating in
India and to the separatist elements within the
Valley. This is in effect a fall back on Bhutto’s
promise to wage a thousand year war with India
and Zia ul Haq’s strategy to bleed India with a
thousand cuts.

The Indian Army has been at the forefront in
combating violence in J&K along with the state
police and Central Armed Police Forces (CAPF).
That violence levels have been contained and
normalcy exists in the state is a testament to the
success of military operations. However, absence
of violence by itself is no indicator of peace.
Much more needs to be done to eradicate the
source of conflict. Dealing with and eliminating
terrorists such as Burhan Wani is but a palliative.
The source lies in Pakistan’s policy towards India
and the huge amount of funds that are being
pumped in, both in J&K and in the rest of the
country, from Saudi Arabia to promote Salafi
Islam. Both need to be countered if the scourge
of terrorism is to be contained and eradicated
from Indian soil.

Indian diplomacy at the international level
has been fairly successful in convincing the
world that the epicentre of terrorism lies in
Pakistan. I daresay though, that more than
Indian diplomacy, it is Pakistani actions that
have greatly helped in this regard. Yet, due to
geopolitic compulsions, the US and the West
have been constrained to take a soft stance while
dealing with this rogue state. This is unlikely to
materially change, despite soundbites emanat-
ing from Washington, seeking a tougher line on
Pakistan. Ultimately, India will have to deal with
Pakistan on its own, in a language that is under-
stood by that country. The lessons of Kargil must
not be forgotten. We must be vigilant and we
must deal with the enemy with a firm hand.
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OUT OF THE BLUE

05

It is always difficult to write about a
friend or an acquaintance who goes
missing and more so when the
inevitable seems to be staring at you in
the face. But we are soldiers, men on a
mission, be it in peace or in war. We
don’t give up on our missing personnel.
The knowledge and operational
experience, the belief in professional
ability, faith in execution and last but
not the least, hope in the face of
adversity – these are the tenets of a
Search and Rescue (SAR) force.

The Indian Air Force AN-32 that
seems to have disappeared in the Bay of
Bengal on 22nd July 2016 still remains a
mystery. While the credentials of the
aircrew operating the flight are beyond
question, their inability to transmit on
the radio in the event of an emergency,
is a matter of concern. Were they so
incapacitated in an instant of time that
they were unable to even give a
‘Mayday’ call? Or did they manage to
give the call and no one heard? A
possibility because in the transit from
Chennai to Port Blair one experiences
zones where radio transmissions don’t
seem to reach anyone, whether VHF or
HF. Large tracts of silence with no
communication with the outside world
is not uncommon to aviators. It is but a
matter of time when one is reassured by
another voice, whether from a ground
station or another aeroplane operating
on the same frequency.

The media attempted to highlight
that in the recent past this particular
aircraft had experienced some system
unserviceabilities. But of course. These
are routine issues operators go through
and trained maintenance crews ensure
that an aircraft is absolutely airworthy
before it is released to the pilots for
flying. Let us also remember that the
AN-32 is an excellent flying machine.
The aircrew place implicit faith in the

engineers for their professional
expertise. As aviators we do not malign
the machine. Problems occur,
definitely. But a pilot is trained to
overcome hurdles and meet mission
demands to the extent possible.

Which brings us back to the old
question, “Where art thou, my friend?”
A fully serviceable aircraft, competent
crew, well qualified to undertake the
mission, all onboard systems
serviceable, the ill-fated sortie that day
was, indeed, routine. Weather is always
an issue and you cannot fight nature.
But you can evade or circumvent it. The
monsoon weather demands a special
respect from all pilots. The mission has
been undertaken with all cards on the
table. The last radio transmission was at
08:46am, just 15 mins after take-off.
Then, as reported, the last radar pick-
up was at 09:12am. But who has
determined that the aircraft went into a
sharp left turn and encountered a rapid
loss of altitude? If the radar had noticed
this, immediate action would have been

initiated and not 30 mins after its ETA
(at 12:15pm), as an ‘overdue action’, as
per procedure. This will also, logically,
determine the anticipated area for the
search of the missing AN-32. So, the last
radar pick-up zone has become central
to map out the search zone in a
professionally determined manner. Was
the aircraft struck by lightning so as to
cripple it? Did they encounter such
severe turbulence which could have
possibly tipped the aircraft into some
unusual attitude from which it could
not recover? The latest information that
the Emergency Locator Transmitters
(ELTs) are only good if they are not
submerged is not heartening to hear.
The questions are numerous but the
answers are few.

Every possible asset and sensor has
been pressed into the SAR operations,
comprising elements from ISRO, the
IAF, Navy, Coast Guard, Geological
Survey of India with its Oceanographic
Research Vessel, the Samudra Ratnakar,
for sub-surface search, the National
Institute of Ocean Technology research
vessel, Sagar Nidhi, for sea-bed
profiling. Assistance from the USA and
its satellites has been sought, as well as
a worldwide request for help.

We, like the families of those 29
persons on board the missing AN-32,
will not give up hope. Let us all stand in
solidarity with the families and pray for
an early recovery.

An alumnus of NDA and DSSC, Air
Mshl Sumit Mukerji has served the IAF

as a fighter pilot with distinction. He
has commanded three units, a MiG-29

Sqn, a MiG-25 SR Sqn and TACDE
(considered the ‘Top Gun’ school of the
IAF) and also served as the Air Attaché
in Washington DC. He retired in 2011

as the AOC-in-C of Southern Air
Command.

WHERE ART THOU, MY FRIEND?
Air Mshl Sumit Mukerji, PVSM, SC, VSM
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July is associated with the successful
termination of the brief but anomalous
Kargil war of 1999 and the 26th of the
month is marked as Kargil Diwas to
recall the contribution of the Indian
‘fauj.’ More than 500 personnel were
killed and almost 1400 grievously
injured. For the families who have lost a
loved one and for the battle casualties,
Kargil and the war associated with it will
remain a very painful memory.
Prime Minister Modi led the country

in acknowledging the contribution of
the Indian military and tweeted: "India
will never forget the fearlessness with
which our courageous soldiers gave a
befitting & unforgettable reply to the
intruders." He further added: "On
Kargil Vijay Diwas I bow to every valiant
soldier who fought for India till the very
last breath. Their heroic sacrifices
inspire us."
Democratic nations have short

memories when it comes to war and
sacrifice and the adage that God and
the soldier are remembered only in
times of distress remains valid. More
than 17 years after Kargil a few issues
specific to this war warrant objective
review and where the state is unable to
discharge its obligations – civil society

and the veteran community could take
the initiative to make partial redress.
The lack of an appropriate national

war memorial for the wars fought by the
Indian military post independence has
been discussed at length – but in vain.
Such a memorial is not likely to be
realised in the near future. Thus, it was
gratifying to note that Defence Colony
in the capital has created its own
monument – modest in scale – but no
less significant for its symbolism to
remember the martyr. Unveiled on July
29th, this curved granite wall has the
names of 98 brave soldiers who laid
down their lives. Some of the gallantry
award winners include a young 24 year
old Lt. Puneet Nath Dutt (11 GR) who
was posthumously conferred with the
Ashok Chakra for an LIC-IS operation in
1997.
This memorial is reported to be the

brain-child of the local councillor
Abhishek Dutt and he was enabled by
Major Jasbir Singh – a 78 year old
veteran and other local colleagues.
Their effort is to be lauded and Defence
Colony will hopefully encourage other
communities across India to emulate
this tribute to the fallen soldier in their
own manner. A related strand that
merits attention is a data-base of all the
soldiers who lost their lives in wars and
LIC-IS operations from October
1947,(and their next-of-kin)as also the
casualties who are handicapped and
whose health and physical/ mental
fitness has been seriously impaired. For
a country that could create an Aadhar
card database, this exercise should be
highly doable and where the state and
its organs are unable to do so – that
spectrum of civil society which is

concerned about the ‘fauj’ and the
veteran community which is now slowly
getting organised under different
banners might like to pick up this
challenge.
The second issue related to the Kargil

war which has a national relevance is
the equivalent of lessons learnt from
the surprise of May 1999 – when the
contour of the Pakistani audacity under
General Pervez Musharraf became
more clear. This was the first war after
India and Pakistan demonstrated their
nuclear weapon capability in May 1998
and there were many lessons relevant to
India’s higher defence management to
be learnt from the limited war that was
Kargil – and appropriate policy changes
effected. Yes, there was a Kargil
Committee report under the
stewardship of the late K
Subrahmanyam that was submitted in
record time – but 16 years later the
policy changes remain suspended in an
institutional morass.
It is a matter of deep shame but little

surprise that the Indian legislature has
not found the time or the inclination to
seriously debate and decide on how to
redress the many institutional
deficiencies that came to the fore post
Kargil. Can the Modi-Parrikar combine
be prevailed upon to make the critical
difference so that July 2017 is
punctuated more positively?

Commodore C Uday Bhaskar, is
currently Director, Society for Policy

Studies (SPS), New Delhi. He was
previously Director, National Maritime
Foundation (NMF) and prior to that he

headed the Institute for Defence
Studies and Analyses (IDSA).

KARGIL DIWAS: SOME THOUGHTS
FOR JULY 2017

Commodore C Uday Bhaskar
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Modern space research in India can
perhaps be traced to the efforts of the
renowned scientist, S.K. Mitra, who
conducted experiments in the 1920s in
Calcutta (now Kolkatta), leading to the
sounding of the ionosphere by
application of ground based radio
methods. Later, the work of scientists like
CV Raman and Meghnad Saha
contributed to scientific principles
applicable in space sciences. From the
mid forties, it was Homi Bhabha and
Vikram Sarabhai who spearheaded space
research in India. Funding for space
research was provided through the
Department of Atomic Energy, which
was founded in 1950 with Homi Bhabha
as its first secretary.

On 4 October 1957, the Soviet Union
successfully launched Sputnik, an
elliptical low Earth satellite into orbit.
Sputnik was visible all around the earth
and its radio pulses were also detectable.
This Soviet success triggered the space
race with the West. Its impact and
potential were felt in India too, which led
to the setting up of the Indian National
Committee for Space Research
(INCOSPAR) in 1962, with Vikram
Sarabhai as its chairman. Dr Sarabhai
thereafter set up the Thumba Equatorial

Rocket Launching Station (TERLS) in
Thiruvananthapuram for upper
atmospheric research. INCOSPAR
launched its first rocket from TERLS on
21 November 1963 under the leadership
of project scientist Praful Bhavsar. At that
time, the station had a single launch pad
in the midst of coconut plantations. A
local Catholic Church, the St Mary
Magadelene's Church served as the main
office for the scientists and the  bishop's
house was converted into a workshop. A
cattle shed became the laboratory in
which young Indian scientists like Abdul
Kalam Azad (who later rose to become
the President of India) worked and the
rocket was transported to the lift-off pad
on a bicycle. In those days, scientists
traveled daily from Thiruvananthapuram

in buses, carrying lunch bought at the
railway station. The scientists also
transported rocket parts from one place
to another within the sprawling range of
Thumba, on bicycles. Thus was India’s
first sounding rocket, ‘Nike Apache’,
successfully launched, to begin India’s
space journey. Later, in the 1980s, India’s
antenna-range test satellite, was brought
in a wooden bullock cart to protect its
highly magnetic sensitive instruments,
much to the world’s astonishment. The
tiny seed planted then, has today, with
the vision and dedication of India’s
scientists, grown into a mightytree.

INCOSPAR was incorporated into the
newly created Indian Space Research
Organisation, (ISRO) in 1969. With
Vikram Sarabhai at the helm, ISRO

SPACE RESEARCH
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embarked on its mission to provide
space based services to the country and
to independently develop the
technologies to achieve the same. This
has resulted in India now being one of
the six largest space agencies in the
world. It maintains a large fleet of
communication satellites (INSAT) and
remote sensing (IRS) satellites, for fast
and reliable communication and earth
observation respectively. ISRO also
develops and delivers application
specific satellite products and tools to the
country: broadcasts, communications,
weather forecasts, disaster management
tools, Geographic Information Systems,
cartography, navigation, telemedicine,
dedicated distance education satellites
being some of them.

India's first experimental satellite
launch vehicle, (SLV-3) was an all solid,
four stage vehicle weighing 17 tonnes
with a height of 22m and capable of
placing 40 kg class payloads in Low Earth
Orbit (LEO). Its first launch in August
1979 was only partially successful, but a
year later, on 18 July 1980, the Rohini
satellite, RS-1 was successfully placed in
orbit by the SLV-3, from the Sriharikota
Range (SHAR), making India the sixth
member of an exclusive club of space-
faring nations. Two more launches in
May 1981 and April 1983 placed Rohini
satellites in orbit, carrying remote
sensing sensors. The successful
culmination of the SLV project paved the
way for the Augmented Satellite Launch
Vehicle (ASLV). Four development flights
were conducted under the ASLV project,
with the aim of placing a 150 kg payload
in LEO. The Indian space programme
had come of age and the country now
embarked on the Polar Satellite Launch
Vehicle (PSLV). On 21 March 1996, the
PSLV successfully placed the IRS-P3 in
the Sun Synchronous Polar Orbit (SSPO).
Since then, the PSLV continues to be in
service and is today, one of world's most
reliable launch vehicles, having launched
over 40 satellites for 19 countries. For
India, it has launched various satellites
for historic missions like Chandrayaan-1,
Mars Orbiter Mission, Space Capsule
Recovery Experiment, Indian Regional
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Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) etc.
Since 2001, India has also placed

many satellites into the earth
Geosynchronous orbit, with its
Geosynchronous Satellite Launch
Vehicle (GSLV). The GSLV was primarily
developed to launch INSAT class of
satellites into Geosynchronous Transfer
Orbit (GTO). The ninth launch of the
GSLV took place on 27 August 2015, when
GSAT-6 was placed in GTO with the GSLV
Mk II launcher. Now ISRO is developing
the LVM3, India’s next generation satellite
launcher, capable of placing 4 tonne class
geosynchronous satellites into orbit. The
first flight of LVM3, the LVM3-X/CARE
mission lifted off from Sriharikota in
December 2014 and successfully tested
the atmospheric phase of flight and also
carried out Crew module Atmospheric
Reentry Experiment. Powered by a
cryogenic engine, the module reentered,
deployed its parachutes as planned and
splashed down in the Bay of Bengal. Soon
after this successful launch, ISRO’s
former chief, Dr K Radhakrishnan, said,
”we crossed a significant milestone in the
development of next generation
launcher LVM3 that will not only free us
within two years from dependence on
foreign launchers for our heavy
communication satellites, but also
attract a share of global market. Also,the
unmanned crew module experiment
opened up a new direction in space
exploration”. ISRO’s success can be
gauged by the fact that today we have a
constellation of 26 Indian satellites that
provide a variety of space-based services
touching the life of every citizen in the
country. Also, the PSLV launcher has an
unblemished track record and is sought
after in the global market, closely
followed by the GSLV, which has a
cryogenic engine that is made in India.

On 22 June 2016, India successfully
launched 20 satellites in a single mission
from the Sriharikota Space Centre. This is
the most number of satellites launched
by India in a single launcher, though it is
not a world record. The US has earlier
launched 29 satellites from NASA, while
the Russians have launched 37 satellites
from one launcher in 2014.

Nevertheless, it is a significant moment
for India's space programme. Launching
several satellites in a single mission
reduces cost and has enabled India to
position itself as a key player in the
lucrative international commercial space
market as an effective but low cost
operator.

Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM). On
the night of 23 September, 2014, India’s
MOM spacecraft, also known as
‘Mangalyaan’ (meaning Mars craft),
entered the Red Planet’s orbit, making
India the first Asian country to reach
Mars. India now joins the US, Russia, and
the European Space Agency as the only
countries that have successfully orbited
or landed a craft on the Red Planet. What
was different in the Indian attempt
however, was that it is the first time that
such a mission has been successfully
accomplished in the first attempt! It was
done at a relatively low cost of USD 74
million, far less than the budget of the
Hollywood sci-fi blockbuster “Gravity”.
India's Mars probe is now into its second
year and is still going strong. As per ISRO,
Mangalyaan is primarily a technology
demonstrator, the current mission being
focused on monitoring Mars for traces of
methane, a gas that could possibly
indicate signs of life on the Red Planet.
Thus, while ISRO is essentially focussed
on launching a large network of
communications satellites, it is
increasingly moving towards space
exploration.

India is now moving towards
demonstrating its capability in Reusable
Launch Vehicles to enable low cost
access to space, through its Reusable
Launch Vehicle - Technology
Demonstrator (RLV-TD). Its
configuration is similar to that of an
aircraft and combines the complexity of
both launch vehicles and aircraft. The
winged RLV-TD has been configured to
act as a flying test bed to evaluate various
technologies, namely, hypersonic flight,
autonomous landing and powered
cruise flight. In future, this vehicle will be
scaled up to become the first stage of
India’s reusable two stage orbital launch
vehicle. The RLV-TD consists of a

fuselage (body), a nose cap, double delta
wings and twin vertical tails. It also
features symmetrically placed active
control surfaces called Elevons and
Rudder. This technology demonstrator
was boosted to Mach no: 5 by a
conventional solid booster (HS9)
designed for low burn rate. The
unmanned prototype of the RLV-TD was
successfully launched from the Satish
Dhawan Space Centre in Sriharikota, to
the edge of space on 22 May this year. It
has taken over a decade to develop and
reached an altitude of 43 miles before
returning to Earth. ISRO plans to use the
data from the small craft's launch on
autonomous navigation, hypersonic
speed, and the re-entry process to
launch a larger craft in future. While the
focus of ISRO will remain on using space
to better the lives of the people of India,
as envisaged by its founder Dr Vikram
Sarabhai, it is rightly also positioning
itself as a major player in space
exploration, in conformity with the
needs of the times. Creating a reusable
space craft has also become a market of
its own, with efforts underway from
NASA, the ESA, and Russia, in addition
to private efforts backed by Amazon
founder Jeff Bezos's Blue Origin and
Tesla head Elon Musk's Space X. While
yet not on the level of NASA and the ESA,
ISRO has demonstrated the capability ot
compete with NASA, despite having just
five percent of NASA’s budget. The words
of India’s Prime Minister, Shri Narender
Modi, signify more than just capability:
they signify hope in India’s future. 
“We have dared to reach out into the
unknown and have achieved the near
impossible,” he said, after the launch of
Mangalyaan. ISRO has come a long way
from the time when its first launcher was
transported on a bicycle. Indeed, a
journey of a thousand miles begins with
a single step.

Ms Geetika Kasturi is a free lance
writer. Currently, she is the Publication
Manager at the Centre for Land Warfare

Studies (CLAWS).
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After a laborious journey of 33 years,
India’s Light Combat Aircraft (LCA)
project which began in 1983, saw
fruition in 2016. The aircraft was given
the name ‘Tejas’, (Sanskrit  “Radiance”),
by India’s then Prime Minister, Shri Atal
Bihari Vajpayee. It was indeed a proud
moment for the Indian Air Force, as
indeed it was for the whole country,
when the first lot of two aircraft were
flown in to form part of the newly
resurrected 45 Squadron (The Flying
Daggers) on 1 July 2016. This number
will rise to ten by the end of the year, with
overall procurement set to be 200 aircraft
and 20 two seat trainers. When Group
Captain Madhav Rangachari, IAF test
pilot and the first Commanding Officer
of the squadron, touched down flying
the Tejas, his words captured the hopes
and aspirations of the whole country. “I
feel like I am on top of the world”, he
said. “I feel honoured and privileged”.

The Tejas represents a quantum leap
in India’s capacity to produce fighter
aircraft. With its induction, the country
has directly and indirectly bridged major
technological gaps in several disciplines.
Its induction comes almost 15 years after
it first flew and 33 years after the project
was taken up. The development cost of
the fighter as given out in Parliament in
February 2014 was Rs. 7,965 crore,
including around Rs. 2500 crore for the
Navy version, which is undergoing a few
critical ship-based tests. While it is true
that the project to manufacture the
aircraft was beset with numerous time
delays and cost overruns, it must be
appreciated that building a modern
fighter aircraft from scratch is no mean
achievement. It redounds to the credit of
all those involved in its development,
that despite the numerous challenges
along the way, they stoically persevered
to deliver a world class product.Today,

this indigenously designed 4.5
generation fighter aircraft has the
potential to revolutionise the aviation
sector in India, much akin to the impact
Maruti had on the automobile sector in
the eighties. The IAF has ordered 20 of
them in the current IOC (Initial
Operational Clearance) version and
another 20 in the final, fully-ready
condition. Sulur in Tamil Nadu has been
chosen as the LCA base.

Brief History
India felt the need to have its own
indigenous fighter aircraft soon after
independence, but lacked the capability.
In 1969, Hindustan Aeronautics Limited
was selected to develop a new multirole
fighter airframe around a proven engine.
The programme was however shelved
shortly thereafter, for lack of a suitable
power plant. A decade and a half later, in
1983, the LCA programme was taken up
again with the primary purpose of

finding a suitable replacement for the
MiG 21 aircraft procured from the Soviet
Union. At that time, the MiG 21,
inducted in the late sixties, was the
backbone of the IAF but the need for self
reliance in this vital sector was
paramount from the security point of
view as also to propel India into the
league of those countries that were
major players in the aviation industry.
The value of the aerospace "self-
reliance" initiative was not simply the
production of an aircraft, but also the
building of a local industry capable of
creating state-of-the-art products with
commercial spin-offs for a global
market. As military technology was
advancing at a tremendous pace, India
had to keep up with developments
taking place across the world. The LCA
programme was thus intended in part to
further expand and advance India's
indigenous aerospace capabilities. The
timing was right because given the
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average life cycle of a 2nd generation
fighter aircraft to be 25 years, with
another 10 to 15 years added with
planned upgrades, the MiG-21s would
have been due to be phased out by 2005.
This gave a lead time of 20 years to
DRDO/HAL to produce the LCA.

In the mid eighties, stocking of the
IAF’s aircraft inventory required outside
help, for the most part from the Soviet
firms of Mikoyan and Sukhoi. India had
by then, developed sufficient capacities
to look into indigenous solutions for its
military needs. To start the process, the
Aeronautical Development Agency
(ADA), consisting of a mix of over 100
manufacturing, academic and defence
institutions, was founded in 1984 to

oversee the LCA programme. This was
necessary as no organisation existed
which had the total capability to develop
such an aircraft all on its own. The last
time an indigenous fighter aircraft, the
HF 24 flew was in 1971. Since then, the
HF 24 assembly line had been shut down
and the design team had been wound up.
The only way left was to develop an
aircraft from scratch.

ADA was critical to the development
of new avionics, flight controls and
various integrated onboard
management systems. The Gas Turbine
Research Establishment (GTRE),
Bangalore, was tasked to produce the
engine to power the new aircraft and it in
turn began work on what would become

the GTX-35VS ‘Kaveri’ after-burning
turbofan. First flight was scheduled for
1990, with operational service to begin
sometime in 1995.

A revision of the above timelines was
necessitated as the IAF delivered its
formal requirements to the design
establishment only in October 1985. The
plan to manufacture the LCA was
thereafter officially finalised in1990 and
covered the development in two phases.
Phase one included proof of concept
and first basic prototype. Phase two
included refined prototypes and
technology demonstrators. The first
flight was completed in January 2001
and prototypes followed in 2003 through
2009. Till date, over 1500 sorties have
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been recorded, without a single
accident. This must rank as a
stupendous achievement of all
concerned. The complexity of
manufacture can be gauged by the fact
that a whole lot of institutions were
involved in the manufacture of the Tejas.
(See Figure: WORK CENTRES OF LCA
PROGRAMME).

In phase 1 of technology
demonstration, the  focus was on ‘proof
of concept’. It entailed the development
and testing of two technology
demonstrator aircraft. These aircraft
were called TD-1 and TD-2. The decision
to move forward was to be taken after
the successful completion of this phase.
This would be followed by the
production of additional prototype
vehicles. Overcoming various teething
issues during this phase, TD-1 flew on 04
January 2001 with Wing Commander
Rajiv Kothiyal on the controls. This was
an important landmark for India as the
last time an indigenous aircraft had got
airborne on a first fight was almost 40
years ago on 17 June 1961.

Phase 2 involved additional testing
and development of systems using
Prototype Vehicles which would lead to
the development of the final variant that
would join the IAF and the Indian Navy.
The first Prototype Vehicle, PV-1 flew on
25 November 2003. By 2005, the Tejas

had proven itself in the testing phase and
the first order for 20 Series Production
aircrafts was placed. A follow on order
for an additional 20 SP aircraft was
placed in 2010.The planned product
variants of the Tejas are the Tejas trainer
and the LCA Navy. Tejas Trainer is a two-
seat operational conversion trainer for
the Indian Air Force. The LCA Navy
comprises a twin- and single-seat carrier
capable variant. The LCA's naval variant
is slated for deployment on the INS
Vikramaditya as well as the Vikrant class
aircraft carrier. It will be equipped for
carrier operation with the capability to
carry out ski-jump take-off and arrested
landing. It will include strengthened
airframe and landing gear and the nose
is drooped for better cockpit vision,
necessary for deck landing. 

Features
Tejas is a multi-role aircraft, designed to
meet the tactical requirements of a
modern air force and is perhaps the
world’s smallest lightweight, multi-role,
single engine tactical fighter aircraft
capable of comprehensive air superiority
and air defence roles. It weighs 8.5
tonnes and can carry three tonnes of
weapons. To make the aircraft both
lighter and stronger, upto 45 percent of
its airframe is made of CFC materials,
including in the fuselage (doors and

skins), wings (skin, spars and ribs),
elevons, tailfin, rudder, air brakes and
landing gear doors. It is designed in an
aerodynamically unstable tailless
compound delta-wing configuration,
optimised primarily for manoeuvrability
and agility.

While the Tejas’s Delta configuration
has many advantages, the larger wing
surface area causes increased drag and
loss of energy in high speed turns. The
large wing area however enables
placement of six underwing hardpoints,
three under each wing. One hardpoint is
installed on the centre fuselage and
another under the air intake on the port
side to make for a total of eight
hardpoints for carriage of precision
guided munitions, missiles (air to air, air
to ground, anti ship), rockets and bombs.
They can also be used to carry
equipment for electronic warfare,
surveillance, drop tanks, etc. The large
wing area also adds additional internal
volume for fuel and avionics.

Cockpit.The Tejas’s advanced cockpit
enhances the comfort level of the pilot.
Its new generation glass cockpit is night
vision compatible and makes for
excellent forward, upward and side
views. However, the canopy joins the
fuselage spine and thus obstructs the
rear view to an extent. The cockpit is
fitted with Multi Function Displays
(MFD), Head Up Display (HUD) and
Stand by Instrumentation System driven
by Open Architecture Mission and
Display Computer for effective Human-
Machine interface. Bharat Electronics
developed its two 76mm×76mm colour
liquid crystal MFDs, while the HUD was
developed by the Central Scientific
Instruments Organisation (CSIO) in
Chandigarh. It has a liquid crystal return-
to-home-base panel and keyboard, a
helmet-mounted display and sight
(HMDS), and its Hands-on Throttle and
Stick (HOTAS) control system minimises
pilot workload and maximises
situational awareness. The aircraft has a
highly reliable quadruplex digital fly-by-
wire Flight Control System. Its navigation
suite includes Sagem SIGMA 95N ring
laser gyroscope inertial navigation
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system (INS) with an integrated global
positioning system (GPS). The
communications suite includes VHF to
UHF radio communications with built-
in counter-countermeasures, air-to-air
and air-to-ground data link, as well as a
HAL identification friend-or-foe (IFF)
interrogator. In addition, the cockpit
includes an environmental control
system developed by Spectrum Infotech
of Bangalore. The avionics suite has an
integrated utility health-monitoring
system, ground proximity warning
system, terrain referenced navigation
system, instrument landing system,
global positioning system, stores
management system and three 1553B
32-bit mission computers. It is provided
with Martin Baker (UK) zero-zero
ejection seats. This will later be replaced
by an Indian design. The advanced utility
and health management system
provides system health and warnings to
the pilot through a Open Architecture
Computer.

Weapons and Countermeasures. As
mentioned earlier, the Tejas has eight
external hardpoints. A 23mm twin-
barrelled GSh-23 gun with a burst firing
rate of 50 rounds a second and muzzle
velocity of 715m a second is installed in a
blister fairing under the starboard air
intake. It carries the Elta 2032 Derby
beyond-visual-range air-to-air missiles
(BVR-AAM) from Rafael Advanced
Defence Systems. These were weapon
tested in the Pokhran ranges in 2011. it is
also equipped with modern laser
designator and targeting pods to hit
ground targets. The aircraft's electronic
warfare suite, developed by the
Advanced Systems Integration and
Evaluation Organisation (ASIEO) of
Bangalore, includes a radar warning
receiver and jammer, laser warner,
missile approach warner and chaff and
flare dispenser. The multimode radar in
the Tejas has been jointly developed by
Electronics Research and Development
Establishment and HAL. It incorporates
multiple target search and track-while-
scan and ground-mapping modes of
operation. It includes pulse Doppler
radar with Doppler beam shaping,

moving target indication and look-up/
look-down capability. The radar is
mounted in a Kevlar radome.

Tejas was originally planned to be
powered by a new turbofan engine, the
GTX-35VS Kaveri, to be developed by
Gas Turbine Research Establishment.
This could not meet the requirements of
the Tejas and so the prototype
development aircraft were fitted with
General Electric F404-GE-F2J3 turbofan
engines with afterburn. The production
versions are fitted with one General
Electric 85kN F404-GE-IN20 turbofan
engine with full authority digital engine
control. Development of the Kaveri
engine is still a work in progress. As of
now, the Tejas can fly at a maximum
speed of 2,205km/h and at maximum
altitude of 15,200m. The range of the
aircraft is 3000km. Its service ceiling is
16,500m and weighs approximately
5,450kg, with a maximum take-off
weight of 13,500kg. The upgraded
version of Tejas, the Tejas 1A, with Active
Electrically Scanned Array Radar, Unified
Electronic Warfare Suite, mid-air
refuelling capacity and advanced beyond
the vision range missiles, will cost
between Rs 275 crore and Rs 300 crore.

What Next
The Tejas proved its mettle when it
participated for the first time in the
international air show in Manama,
Bahrain in January this year. Its
performance was phenomenal, literally
wowing the audience. Pakistan had also
entered its JF-17 aircraft, made in
collaboration with China, in the air show.
After seeing the performance of the
Tejas, it pulled out its JF 17 aircraft, from
the air show, to obviate drawing
unfavourable comparisons with the
Tejas. In the show, Tejas pulled more than
8g, comparing favourably with the best
aircraft in the world in its class. Finally,
India has a state of the art aircraft which
is indigenously designed and
manufactured - truly a game changer
which India can be proud of.

The Tejas is special, both because it is
India’s fighter aircraft and because it
compares well with the  best in the

world. It will galvanise India’s aviation
sector, in a manner similar to the impact
Maruti had on the automobile sector.
There are many who choose to be
critical, and who take sadistic pleasure in
pointing to the delays in project
completion, the huge cost overruns and
the fact that the engine has to be
imported as the Kaveri is yet a work in
progress. But that does not take into
account the sheer complexity of
designing and manufacturing an aircraft
of world standard from scratch. In any
case, cooperation in such fields is the
order of the day across the globe, as
complex systems are much easier to
produce with multiple stakeholders.
India now has expertise in a field in
which it had not yet entered. This needs
to be carefully nurtured and supported
to make India, in the years to come, a
leader in Aviation and a name to reckon
with. We now have a number of standard
test facilities such as the LCA Mini Bird &
Iron Bird for flight control system
integration, a dynamic avionics
integration rig, brake dynamometer &
drop test rigs, secondary power system
and fuel system test rigs, engine test bed,
mobile electromagnetic interference/
compatibility test facility etc. All these
were set up from scratch, but now we can
build upon them for the future aircraft
we will develop. This will most certainly
be a boost for India’s programmes with
respect to Advanced Medium Combat
Aircraft; Unmanned Air Systems; Fifth
Generation Fighter Aircraft and Medium
Transport Aircraft. Indeed, after the
ISRO's space missions, Tejas represents
the next big leap forward in the
technological field. Its spin offs will
transcend into other fields also,
hopefully acting as a catalyst to
revolutionise, in a true sense, India’s
defence sector.
Acknowledgement. This article has been
sourced primarily from the website of
DRDO, airforce-technology.com,
tejas.gov.in and defense-aerospace.com.
Additional inputs for the article were
provided by Air Marshal Sumit Mukerji,
PVSM, SC, VSM, former AOC-in-C,
Southern Air Command.
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OBOR was presented to the world by
China in March 2015, as a
comprehensive infrastructure &
economic development programme. Its
land component, the new Silk Road,
echoes ESCAP's Asian Highway, Asian
Railway and Asian Economic Corridor
plans from the 1980s and 1990s. But
more importantly, it fills in what may be
considered missing links, connecting
China to the rest of Asia and into Europe.
The naval parts echo what was termed
the "String of Pearls" in the Indian Ocean,
but extends these Westwards to Europe
through the Red Sea and Eastwards to the
South China Sea. Questions and
concerns have however been raised
about its less defined Strategic aspects,
just as they were raised about the "String
of Pearls," which was also presented as
an economic infrastructure project for
development of ports.

Economic Aspects
The economic development part is
driven and supported by massive
overcapacity in China's manufacturing
and construction industries and zero or
negative returns to domestic investment
(on the margin). Thus, the opportunity

cost of funds is low enough to allow low
profit, high economic risk, investment in
foreign infrastructure that could support
its quest for future raw materials supplies
and open its markets to sale of
manufactured goods; a modern version
of the Prebisch-Singer hypothesis of
trade between the colonial "centre" and
the colonised "periphery". As current
account surpluses are a basic feature of
the existing "party capitalism" model of
development, a moderate reduction of
foreign exchange reserves through
capital outflows, still leaves substantial
net foreign exchange assets to finance
the foreign exchange costs of these
investments. As much of the foreign
investment in OBOR will be done by
Chinese companies, Chinese labour and
Chinese materials, the foreign exchange
component is a small fraction of the total
cost of these projects. The primary
purpose of Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB) is therefore not
to supply foreign exchange funds to
OBOR projects, but to herald the arrival
of China on the global financial stage and
to act as the foundation for its global
financial diplomacy.
The land based infrastructure (road,

rail, pipelines, digital backbone) aims to
connect China to all parts of the Eurasian
continent and to the seas &oceans
surrounding Asia. The countries that
such infrastructure passes through (rail,
road, pipeline, fibre optic cables) or is
located in (port, airport, industrial estate)
have to provide the land on which it is
built. They may also have to take on debt
to pay for part of the real/full cost of this
infrastructure. It is uncertain whether the
economic benefits they will receive will
exceed the costs they incur in terms of

land, debts to China etc. I know an
economic expert who has been hired by a
Central Asian country to evaluate the
benefits of a China proposed rail line that
will cross its territory, and he was hard
put to think of the benefits to this country
which may become feasible (e.g. new
exports). OBOR countries have to be
extremely careful in evaluating the
benefits and costs to them of any
infrastructure built by China. The cost of
permanently transferring land to
Chinese companies and/or taking on
debt on behalf of projects, could prove
very onerous to host countries in the
medium-long term.
If the infrastructure is genuinely

economic & not strategic, every country
in the world should be able to use it once
built, as this improves its economic
viability, given sunk cost. So third
countries, including India, have nothing
additional to gain from "joining" the
OBOR which will be built by Chinese
construction/ infrastructure companies.
All commercial companies, including
Indian ones, have the option of using the
infrastructure (roads, railway, ports,
airports, industrial estates) if it reduces
costs and improves profitability.
The AIIB is unlikely to be the primary

source of funding for the OBOR, which
from available numbers, requires funds
of an order way beyond the capacity of
the AIIB. As the bulk of financing will be
domestic currency financing needed by
Chinese construction companies, all that
the AIIB can do is to provide the fraction
of funds needed in the form of foreign
exchange. Perhaps the AIIB is needed to
provide an international stamp of
respectability to OBOR projects. This is
suggested among other things, by the
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timing of the announcement of AIIB so
soon after the formation of the New
Development Bank (NDB) also referred
to as the BRICS bank. The agreement to
form the NDB was signed in Brazil in July
2014, after years of discussion. China
signed an MOU with 24 countries in
October 2014 for the formation of the
AIIB, five months after the unveiling of
the new silk road and three months after
the agreement to form the NDB.
A Chinese scholar was recently asked

about his estimate of the economic risks
and returns to China of OBOR projects.
His answer as reported without
attribution, was that he didn't expect
repayment of 80 percent of loans to CPEC
projects, while repayment on other
OBOR project loans would be between 30
percent and 50 percent. It is not too far-
fetched to assume that the rest of the
benefits to China would be non-
economic, i.e. diplomatic and strategic.

Diplomatic Aspects
The OBOR is however, much more than a
connectivity cum economic program; it
is also a comprehensive diplomatic
initiative of a rising China. It is an
instrument of China's diplomatic
objective of ensuring that Asia and the
World recognise China as a great power.
According to the Virmani(2004) Index of
Power Potential (VIPP), China became a
"potential great power" about seven
years ago, with its economic power
exceeding 25 percent of that of the USA.
Its relative economic power has grown
rapidly since then to reach 42 percent in
2015, as per this index. The OBOR is
viewed by the party leadership as an
umbrella programme for interaction
with every country in Asia and the
surrounding seas.
The diplomatic initiative can be seen

at three levels: intellectual, political and
financial:

• Intellectual: OBOR provides a
framework for interaction with
academics, think tanks and media,
interested in economic development,
infrastructure investment and trade &
economic relations. This can facilitate
movement in both directions; Chinese
financed visits of foreign interlocutors to
Chinese institutions and invitations for
Chinese academics to these countries.

• Political: OBOR provides a framework
for interaction with the political
establishment, including government
ministers, of each country. As in the case
with intellectuals and academics, the
Chinese can facilitate the visits of foreign
politicians to China for the purpose of
discussing OBOR. It provides a very
useful cover for Chinese experts to
explain their national position on every
issue, including the South China Sea,
Japan and USA.
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• Financial: Every government minister
is looking for funds to relieve budget
constraints and finance pet projects.
OBOR provides a framework for Chinese
officials (Party, Govt) concerned with
Chinese economy to interact with their
counterparts in potential host countries,
on their projects, programmes and
economic development objectives. At
some stage it also involves the highest
political authorities such as the Finance
Minister and the Prime
Minister/President of the country,
allowing China's views on any subject of
their choosing to be heard respectfully.
Announcements of large financial

projects and programmes attract
widespread attention of all segments of
society, even without any hard economic
& financial analysis to determine
viability. The personal contacts built
during discussions can also be used to
finance individual pro-China leaders,
politicians & others, as allegedly
happened in some South East Asian
countries.

Strategic Aspects
The general strategic objective of OBOR
is to increase China's influence in the
countries covered, to reduce US
influence in these countries, and to pre-
empt any potential increase in influence
of US or its allies (existing or future).
More concretely, the goal is to establish a
strategic presence in these countries,
including through sale of military
equipment. The strategic dimension of
OBOR has two clear components. The
continental and the maritime:

Continental. This takes the name of
the old silk road's disparate tracks across
Central Asia, and applies the name to a
"hub and spoke" system of highways and
railways radiating from China at its
centre or hub. Given that oil pipelines
and fibre optic info-ways did not exist at
thetime of the silk road, this is obviously
a modern and valid add-on to traditional
highways. Given China's dependence on
imported energy, the oil and gas
pipelines are particularly important for
diversifying both sources and supply
routes for energy. The immediate

strategic objectives are,
• To secure Central Asian and other

neighbouring Islamic States (Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Iran) from becoming a base
for Xinjiang liberation movements.
• A revival of the old "Great Game", to

develop land routes from continental
Asia (China) to the Indian Ocean
(through the Bay of Bengal, Arabian Sea
and Gulf of Iran).
Maritime. As "silk" is associated with

China and the "Silk road" with
connectivity, the Maritime dimension
has disingenuously been called
"Maritime Silk Road". The "maritime
silk road", clearly represents an
evolution of what many called the
"String of Pearls strategy". All analysts
writing on the "String of Pearls" agreed,

that what had been done and planned
so far was primarily economic.
However, those who were most
suspicious about the "String of Pearls"
warned that it was not merely possible
but likely that these pearls would be
transformed into strategic bases, once
the economic part was developed. The
"Maritime Silk Road" concept and the
new security strategy has brought this
potential development right into the
present. The strategic maritime
dimension of OBOR is to develop a
string of logistics bases in the Indian
Ocean region, with likely conversion in
future, of a few of them into naval bases.
From China's perspective, the most
desirable geographical locations for
naval bases are those at the intersection
of the "Maritime Silk Road" and the
"New Silk Road" i.e. those ports that can
be connected by overland route to
China.

Conclusion
The post World War II Marshall Plan was
explicitly designed to help the revival of
devastated European allies and to
complement the makeover of Germany
in its own image. This paid good social,
economic and diplomatic dividends to
the USA. However, it was complemented
by creation of NATO & other military
blocks explicitly designed for strategic
purpose. Eventually, each complemented
the other, even though they may not
initially have been part of an integrated
economic, diplomatic and national
security strategy. OBOR is presented to
the world by China, as an infrastructure &
economic development program. It is in
reality an umbrella for a comprehensive
but evolving, economic, diplomatic &

security strategy -a ‘Middle Kingdom
Doctrine’ that seeks to make China the
central power in Asia: A (soon to become)
super power that dominates Asia and its
surrounding seas and oceans & exercises
varying degrees of ‘suzerainty’ over
peripheral areas (including less well off
parts of East Europe). One strategic
implication of this doctrine is to reduce
and eventually eliminate US strategic
power and influence in Asia and the
surrounding seas. 
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CALLED THE "STRING OF PEARLS STRATEGY". ALL ANALYSTS
WRITING ON THE "STRING OF PEARLS" AGREED, THAT WHAT HAD
BEEN DONE AND PLANNED SO FAR WAS PRIMARILY ECONOMIC. 
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Insurgents and non-state
actors thrive in an
environment where
government is unable to
ensure development,
social justice and deliver
governance. People are the
victims and tools in the
hands of ideologues who
weave a web pretending to
seek justice for socially,
culturally and politically suppressed
citizens. The helpless poor and deprived
subjects consequently suffer. In that
environment use of excessive force to
crush dissent will further alienate the
population and strengthen the unholy
nexus between self-seeking leaders and
gangs of thugs who pretend at fighting a
“just war” against the state.

The probability of success in counter
insurgency and separatist movements
rests on the ability of civil–military
leadership to plan and execute a
campaign strategy in a coherent
manner. It would require employment
of military, political, economic and
diplomatic power of a state,
concurrently or sequentially in a
synergised manner. Security forces
should only focus on how to manage
conflict and how to terminate a conflict.
Military victory purchased at a cost of
human suffering would be a “pyrrhic
victory”, much akin to defeat. Conflict
resolution ultimately lies in the domain
of the political leadership and can rarely
be attributed to security forces. The
lines often get blurred when political
leadership misjudges the end of
violence as the end of genuine
grievances.

Larger objective of campaign in CI/CT
is not to defeat the people but to defeat

the ideology. Obsession of
tactical commanders in
head count as the sign of
success in CI/CT is a
seriously flawed mind set.
Also, it must be noted that
when innocent citizens are
killed, either by accident or
use of excessive force, it will
lead to an ever increasing
number joining the ranks of

the insurgents or separatists.
Employment of security forces is
deterrence against the outlaws and thus
there are defined roles of security forces
and civil government. The role of civil
institutions must encompass the
winning of hearts and minds by filling
governance vacuum, reintegrating
society with the state and providing
humanitarian aid in conjunction with
security forces.

Use of Force is Necessity to
Control Chaos
The use of force must off course be
exercised. Security forces do not give
option to the public to choose. They
must deliver a clear and unambiguous
message - ‘those who oppose the
constitutionally elected government will
face the consequences without
prejudice and those who choose the
wrong side will have to pay the price’.
Also, evidence of wrong doing by
insurgents/ separatists/ terrorists
should be laid before the public without
any dilution and bias.

Use of kinetic weapons is a necessity
to prevent escalation of conflict. It must
be understood that economic
empowerment and development is not
a replacement for use of calibrated
force. Use of force is mandatory to

manage conflict and restore public
order. Force should be directed against
those who refuse to see the rationale of
conflict resolution through persuasion,
perception and rapprochement to
address the ideological fissures between
the people and the government. But the
use of force should be directed to bring
order in disorder and to secure the life
and property of the citizens instead of
defeating the people by force.

After restoring law and order, the
emphasis should be to bring in
indigenous forces (that could be
Territorial Army and local police). The
visibility of uniformed men should be
reduced, but the presence should be
enhanced through irregular and
intelligence agencies. Use of Special
Forces in conjunction with indigenous
forces is vital to give teeth to the counter
insurgency operations. It is considered
important to let a terrorist slip away
than to cause harm to an innocent
citizen. Military should not be seen as
the instrument of force rather it should
be seen as the guarantor of security. As
per William F. Owen, “effective
counterinsurgency provides human
security to the population where they
live, 24 hours a day. More often than not
lethal responses are counter-productive
and killing the wrong people (civilians)
may undermine the political objective
being sought”.

Some social scientists argue that any
type of kinetic use in counter-
insurgency warfare is not merely
counter-productive but unwarranted.
That may be overstating the case, but it
would be more prudent to state that the
best weapons for counter insurgents’
are those that do not shoot and kill
innocent and hapless citizens. The

TERRORISM
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security forces are an imperative, but are
not the ultimate tool in CI/CT
environment. More than military it is
the political leadership that needs to
understand this aspect because they
have the primary role in conflict
resolution. In the Indian context, the
political leadership has apparently
outsourced conflict resolution to
security forces to a great extent, and has
not made use of the public space for
conflict resolution, which explains why
insurgency in the Northeast is
prolonged and continues till date. A mix
of people friendly operations and
surgical military strikes are the right
combination to effectively deal with
CI/CT situation. Overdoing of either of
the two could lead to a costly failure.

Changing Perceptions to Achieve
Victory
The objectives of CI/CT operations can’t
be to defeat own people by use of
military force. Rather the objective
should be to insulate and secure the
vulnerable population. Maj. Gen. Raj
Shukla says that security forces must
exercise “Doctrine of Restrain” to secure,
clear and hold conflict zone through a
network of CI/CT grid. Denial of space
to separatists and insurgents is vital to
restore law and order. At the same time
excessive force with or without good
intention is counterproductive that
would allow fence sitters to tilt towards
the insurgents and terrorists.

General Sir Gerald Templer first used
the phrase, "hearts and minds" soon
after his arrival in Malaya in February
1952. The success of Templar’s hearts
and minds campaign in Malaya is
debatable, yet the legacy of that conflict
is continuing even today. The
employment of “hearts and minds”
theory needs an intellectual discourse
and empirical analysis instead of
thoughtless knee jerk emphasis that
may be an exercise in futility.
Militarisation of human aid is not a right
method of wining hearts and minds.
The main focus of counter-insurgency is
to modify the environment in such a
way as to deprive the insurgents the

support of the local population. It is the
responsibility of the operational
commanders to understand that people
friendly operations such as ‘Sadbhavna'
should be to seek consent for your
actions against the outlaws and not for
seeking gratitude for favours.
Humanitarian aid for political and
military gain is seen as “passive
aggression” and often results in
antagonism of larger section of
population. The idea of mollycoddling
the population through humanitarian
aid/ Sadbhavna projects to seek favour
for impending omissions is a retrograde
step and bankruptcy of strategic
overview. The radicalised society sees it
as passive aggression with preconceived
motive. As a result, humanitarian aid/

Sadbhavna may not yield the desired
results in modifying the perception of
the people. The policy of appeasement
is bound to fail because it does not have
lasting impact on the hearts and minds
of the target population.

In the ‘war amongst the people’, the
essential difference is that military force
should not be used to decide the political
dispute, but rather to create a condition
in which a strategic result can be
achieved. In large measure, the strategic
objective is to win the hearts and minds
of the people. Sadbhavna/ humanitarian
aid in other words isn’t a supporting
activity for tactical engagements. If
security forces have blown the school or a
place of worship or caused collateral
damage it will be waste to return back to
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paint the school walls or distribute books
to the children. Therefore, any attempt to
bend the will of the people for the
wrongdoing of the security forces is a
form of aggression,which will be resisted
by the people.

Distribution of Sadbhavna projects
without any analysis by a staff officer at
operational headquarters is an exercise
that can at best be termed as routine
without any in-depth analysis on its
likely impact on public. Further damage
is done when such projects are handed
over by uniformed commanders in photo
operations. It is seen as passive
aggression that seriously questions the
motive of the projects. Security forces
should not seek support for their actions
through a policy of appeasement. It must

be understood that, it is not the Security
Forces job to “influence the population”.
It is the security forces job to influence
those who choose wrong side to disrupt
the peace and law and order.

Conclusion
There are three issues that need to be
addressed. The first is that if CI/CT
operations are killing too many civilians
and causing huge collateral damage,
then something is lacking in terms of the
skill to conduct operations. Tactics is bad,
training is poor and strategy is flawed.
The second is that if you are skilled in
fighting counter insurgency operations,
then killing insurgents does not place the
population at risk, and your chances of
success are more than any other action.

Third is loss of lives of security forces
reflect in poor training, leadership and
morale of men, at the same time it also
give a sense of victory to the insurgents
and separatists that makes them believe
that they are winning.

The scale for victory for security
forces in counter insurgency operations
is to ensure security of people 24x 7.
Collateral damage should be avoided,
not because it is morally or ethically
wrong to do so, but purely because, due
to the rule of law, those civilians are
under your protection. You should not
kill your own civilians, as you would not
kill your own soldiers. After bringing
violence level to a manageable level, the
focus of security forces should be to
ensure no negative actions by troops.

There is a pitfall in employment of
regular forces against irregular forces,
because the regular forces are trained to
defeat enemy during war. It is difficult to
a great extent to alter the mind-set of the
conventional forces; as a result it comes
naturally to soldiers to celebrate the
tactical successes. This trend needs to
be reversed since it is not a war against
enemy but a war against an ideology.

No nation has ever been benefitted
by killing or defeating own citizens. The
strategic and operational commanders
may be able to understand this
sentiment, but more importantly,
tactical commanders should ensure that
men on ground understand this idea of
fighting insurgency. Elimination of
insurgent leaders and separatists should
not be viewed as victory of the state and
forces, rather an outcome of the path
chosen by the deceased.

Brig Narender Kumar, SM, VSM is an
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counter insurgency and counter
terrorism operations. He has served in
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defence and strategic issues, he is
currently a Senior Fellow, Centre for
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Sri Lankan President, Mr. Maithripala
Srisena visited India from 13 to 15 May
2016 to talk to his counterpart, India’s
Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi,
choosing India for his first state visit
after being elected early last year. Soon
after, Prime Minister Modi became the
first Indian prime minister to make a
bilateral visit to Sri Lanka in 28 years. In
May 2016, Tamil Nadu was in election
mode,  as elections to the State
Assembly were scheduled for 16 May. In
the results announced on 19 May, Ms
Jayaraman Jayalalithaa, the Chief

Minister of Tamil Nadu created history
by becoming the first incumbent Chief
Minister to return to power in the state
since 1989.

There is a seamless connection
between the two events because the
woes of Sri Lanka Tamils is the grist of
Tamil Nadu political discourse from the
time of Sri Lanka’s infamous anti-Tamil
pogrom in 1983. Regardless of what was
happening in Sri Lanka’s never ending
conflict, for Tamil Nadu politicians,
Prabhakaran’s armed struggle for Tamil
Eelam was the focus.The latest assembly

SRI LANKA TAMIL ISSUE
RESONATES IN TAMIL NADU

SRI LANKA TAMILS
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election was no exception though the Sri
Lanka Tamil issue was on a lower
priority in the campaign, presumably
because the Tamil Tigers have been
defeated and Mahinda Rajapaksa, the
man who defeated them was no more in
power.  But it did not make a difference
to some parties like the Naam Tamizhar
Party, known for its strong devotion to
Prabhakaran, which campaigned with
his posters on display. Ms  Jayalalithaa
was more specific; speaking at an
election rally in Tiruchi she said she
would continue to work for ushering in
a separate Tamil Eelam to enable Tamils
to live with full freedom and self respect.

The Tamil Nadu chief minister’s
statement created a flutter among
Sinhala political and nationalist lobbies
across the Palk Straits. However,
answering a media query, President
Sirisena brushed aside its importance,
pointing out the context of the election
campaign in which it was made. He said
one need not get exercised over it as
generally politicians were known for
making a number of statements during
elections. That is true, but the Tamil
Nadu chief minister, affectionately
named ‘Amma’ by her devoted followers
who fall at her feet, is known for making
good of her election promises. Her
campaign was spun around this USP.
This time also she did just that:
immediately after swearing in, she
signed a slew of orders to deliver the
goodies she had promised to the people.
But the question is, can she deliver on
her promise to continue to work for
creating an independent Tamil Eelam?

In a way, President Sirisena’s
contention was correct; Sri Lanka
formed only a small part of the Tamil
Nadu chief minister’s rhetoric, her
virulent focus being on the DMK and
her bête noir Karunanidhi, its leader.
Her statement on Tamil Eelam was in
the context of her accusation of the
DMK leader betraying the interests of
Tamils not only in the state but also in
Sri Lanka. Apart from speaking in
support of Tamil Eelam, Ms Jayalalitha
also said her party would press the
Centre to provide dual citizenship to Sri

Lankan Tamils in Tamil Nadu so that
they could get employment
opportunities easily. She added that Sri
Lanka Tamils living here should be
repatriated with their full consent, only
after complete normalcy and full
protection was ensured for them back
home.

At the political level, Sri Lankan Tamil
polity is not looking for support for
Tamil Eelam from Amma. Typical was
the reaction of Sri Lanka’s Tamil
National Alliance (TNA) spokesperson
and MP Sumanthiran to Amma’s
statement. He appreciated her for the
emotional support for Tamils and hoped
she would turn it to promote the Tamil
cause in a constructive way. He added
that the Lankan Tamils no longer
demand a separate Tamil Eelam but
want a political solution in line with
their expressed aspirations in a united
Sri Lanka.

Not all Sri Lanka Tamil parties
vocalised their stand on Tamil Eelam
because they have been thriving on the
issue. But in TNA, it is Ilankai Tamil
Arasu Katchi (ITAK) with the largest
following that calls the shot. Despite
pulls and pressures within, TNA is a little
more pragmatic and seems to have
accepted the political reality after the
defeat of LTTE. However, Northern
Province chief minister CV
Wigneswaran who is in power with TNA
support does not share the TNA’s view.
He feels the sincerity of the Sirisena
government to do justice to Tamils is
suspect. He was apparently elated with
the Tamil Nadu chief minister’s
statement.

Ms Jayalalithaa’s reply to the
Northern Province chief minister's letter
of congratulations on her victory
indicated how she was likely to take up
the Sri Lanka Tamil issue further.
Thanking him for the good wishes, she
said she would continue to make efforts
to ensure justice is done to “Sri Lankan
Tamils of the Northern Province,
through the government of India.” So
the iron lady, known for her shrewd
political understanding, knows the way
the cookie is crumbling in India-Sri

Lanka relations ever since both
President Sirisena and Prime Minister
Modi came to power almost at the same
time. The writing on the wall is clear:
Tamil Nadu’s power play that had
shackled India’s Sri Lanka policy in the
past is gone. Prime Minister Modi’s BJP
won a majority in parliament in 2014
elections just as Sirisena did with a
promise of yahapalanaya (good
governance) and equitable treatment
for Tamils who voted him to power. Both
the leaders are rewriting their narratives
and synergising their strengths to build
better relations, for the mutual benefit
of their people.

Amma is in a unique position to give
a positive tweak to Tamil Nadu’s
negative discourse on Sri Lanka that has
lost its relevance. The immediate
problems of Tamils are survival: food, a
place to live and making a living. And
that includes thousands of widows and
12,000 Tamil youth, who had followed
their leader into the war and have been
freed now. As the Tamil Nadu chief
minister has promised, she can bring
back dignity to their lives by a few things
that are within her realm. A few ideas
that come to mind are opening up the
engineering colleges which have few
takers to Sri Lanka Tamils on the same
fee structure as our students; evolve a
holistic plan with industrialists to invest
in Tamil areas to start businesses that
provide gainful employment to
thousands of educated students and
women. These actions would add to her
popular image of doing what she
promised. And that would bring back
the smile on the faces of Sri Lanka
Tamils and people of Tamil Nadu would
feel they were contributing
meaningfully to their brethren in
distress.

Col R. Hariharan, a former MI
officer, served as the head of

intelligence of the Indian  Peace
Keeping Force (IPKF), from 1987 to 90.

A version of this article was earlier
published in the Deccan Chronicle,

June 8, 2016.
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Manoj Joshi
When some people, particularly those
who have come to be known as ‘bhakts’,
think of India, they probably see the
shining image of ‘Bharat Mata' and her
lion. To see India as it is, a somewhat
battered entity, struggling to overcome
the burden of poverty, would, no doubt,
be considered unpatriotic. Yet that is
what Bharat, that is India, looks like. It is,
a country where 30 percent people are
illiterate, where a third of the children
are stunted because of malnutrition,
where in nearly 75 percent of rural
households, the main earning member
makes less than Rs 5,000 per month and
more than half of them have no land,
but get their income from casual
manual labour.

That is the socio-economic reality;
there is also another reality, of a country
where large parts of the country — in
the northeast, Central India and Jammu
& Kashmir are racked by violence arising
from separatist and revolutionary
movements. Pakistan may be providing
aid and comfort to many of these
movements, but let us be honest - the
roots of the troubles lie within. The task
of any government - state or union - is to
overcome these challenges which are

truly enormous and will take decades to
overcome.

Government by Slogans.
Unfortunately, what we have been
witnessing is an attempt at governance
by slogans, a troubling incompetence of
those in charge of the government, and
dangerous brinksmanship on the part of
the Bharatiya Janata Party which is
trying to trigger off a wave of what can
only be called pseudo-nationalism in a
bid to mobilise the electorate in its own
favour. The big casualties in this have
been the universities of the country. We
have already seen how concocted videos
and irresponsible handling of
Jawaharlal Nehru University and
Hyderabad Central University have
roiled the atmosphere of two of India’s
finest universities. Now we have the
incident of the NIT in Srinagar where a
local versus outsider narrative is being
encouraged with that same pseudo-
nationalist dangerous incompetence
that led to the breakdown in JNU and
HCU.

However, the challenge in NIT is
more complex because it takes place in
the context of the troubles of the state.
Anyone familiar with the recent history
of Jammu and Kashmir knows that it is
only with the greatest difficulty that the
state was brought back from the brink.
People were not just supporting cricket
teams and waving the Pakistani flags,
but had taken up weapons to fight
against the Indian state.

Contrary to what pseudo-
nationalists may believe, J&K was not
recovered by the use of the guns and
tanks of the Army. The armed militancy
was suppressed by the Army and the
same J&K Police which is being attacked
today played a heroic role in defeating
the militancy. But more important was

the political effort on the part of the
mainstream parties — the Congress and
BJP — the Union government in New
Delhi, the state parties like the National
Conference, the People’s Democratic
Party and the governments they have
headed since 1996.

The less said about the police action,
whether in Delhi, Hyderabad or
Srinagar, the better. Policing in India is a
brutal affair as protesters of any hue in
the country know. When the police
lathis fly, they do so with utter
ruthlessness, striking down men,
women, old and young, teachers or
students, sadhus and workers — or
whoever. For some reason, the Indian
State has ensured that modern methods
of crowd control are simply not taught
to the police.

Poor Handling
As for the NIT in Srinagar, it has been
around for a while and it has had
thousands of students from “India” — in
fact, an overwhelming majority — in its
student body. Yet there have never been
incidents of the type we have been
witnessing in the last few days. One can
only assume that this is because of the
poor handling of the situation. Even so it
would be folly to see the Srinagar
developments as a face-off between
patriotic Indian students and anti-
national Kashmiri ones. But that is how
it appears to be treated by the Union
home ministry which apparently
ordered the Central Reserve Police Force
to take over the security of the campus
from the J&K Police. The human
resource development ministry which
played a significant role in messing up
the JNU and HCU, is now suddenly all
attention and care, and has sent down
two officials to check up on the state of
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affairs. If this does not give the wrong
signal to the Kashmir Valley that it is
treated as a colony of Delhi, then what
does?

It would be an even greater folly to
accede to demands to shift the NIT from
Srinagar to Jammu, as is being
demanded by some. That would only
feed into the narrative of discrimination
and neglect of the state in the Valley.
What the authorities need to do — and it
is going to be a hard task, given the
emotions now – is to bridge the divide
that has opened up between the locals
and “outsiders”. This is not an unusual
thing in universities across the country
(barring the JNU), but it does require
some subtlety and leadership qualities
on the part of the authorities.

Difficult Challenges
Meanwhile, in keeping with the
tendency to throw petrol on to the fire,
the Jammu and Kashmir BJP spokesman
have warned that Kashmiri students
elsewhere will be affected by this
incident. Well, he should have been told
that reports of Kashmiri students being
harassed in other parts of India have

been around for a while. Recently, a
dozen or so students were attacked by a
mob for cooking meat in Rajasthan and
instead of being protected by the police,
they were arrested, allegedly for their
own good.

India faces difficult challenges of
separatism and violence. Chanting
slogans will not help us to overcome
them. There is need for the government
and the political leadership to
understand that the need of the day is
astute and sensitive political leadership.
The Kashmir problem was not created
today — nor will it go away in a hurry.

Unfortunately, in the past two years
we have seen little signs of the Modi
government applying its mind to the
Kashmir issue. True, Modi was
instrumental in pushing the state BJP to
tie up with the PDP. This averted
political instability in the state which
already seems to be divided between its
Muslim and Hindu areas. However, the
Union government has not taken up the
larger dialogue which had been initiated
by Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
and followed up by Manmohan Singh.

Like it or not, a resolution of the

Kashmir issue requires a settlement
between India and Pakistan as well as
the Union government and the State. On
both these tracks there has been some
progress in the past, but at present there
seems to be a stasis. This does not make
for a particularly happy situation — and
things are being allowed to drift once
again.

Mr. Manoj Joshi is a Distinguished
Fellow at the ORF. In his three decade
long career as a journalist he has been
the political editor of The Times of
India, Editor (Views) Hindustan Times,
Defence Editor of India Today, National
Affairs Editor of Mail Today, the
Washington Correspondent of The
Financial Express and a Special
Correspondent of The Hindu. He was
most recently a member of the Task
Force on National Security chaired by
Mr Naresh Chandra to propose reforms
in the security apparatus of the country.
This commentaryoriginally appeared in
Scroll.in and in orfonline.org and is
reproduced here with the permission of
the author.
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It has become fashionable, while
discussing the ongoing violence in
Kashmir to state that we need a political
solution which looks into the aspirations
of the Kashmiri people. That makes for
good copy, but is merely stating the
obvious. All conflicts having an
ideological construct require political
resolution, unless the military victory is
so overwhelming that the will of the
victor can be enforced. World War II is an
apt example of such a victory, where the
Allied Forces imposed their will on the
vanquished powers. Within a country,
when dealing with internal fault-lines,
such dynamics do not apply. An example
is the complete and total victory of the Sri
Lankan state against the LTTE, which
finally brought down the curtain on
decades of violence. But an absence of
violence by itself does not denote peace,
which has to be brought about through
political interventions. The progress
made by the Government of Sri Lanka on
this score is still a work in being and a
permanent peace in the Island nation
will depend on how the political situation
is handled.

A military victory in J&K will not

provide the panacea for a more durable
peace. In any case, how can peace be
achieved by defeating one’s own people?
No one is more cognisant of this fact than
the Armed Forces, who have been on the
forefront of this conflict since its
inception in the eighties. The security
forces have however, managed violence
in an exemplary manner, and given
many opportunities to the state to effect
a political resolution. This sadly has not
come by.

Perhaps a solution has evaded the
policy makers because it is premised on a
series of false assumptions. An oft
repeated chestnut is that the Kashmiri
population has been discriminated
against and that its angst has to be
quenched with what is euphemistically
called the ‘healing touch’. This fallacy is
continuously touted in the print and
audio visual media, with the concerned
people mouthing such platitudes
without having an iota of understanding
of what the conflict drivers are. A simple
analysis debunks this hypothesis. The
state of J&K (excluding the areas illegally
occupied by Pakistan and China), has
three geographical and administrative
divisions of which Kashmir is but one
part, the other two parts being the
Ladakh and Jammu Divisions. In terms of
area, the Kashmir Division is the
smallest, having 15.7 percent of the land
area, but with 55 percent of the
population. Jammu Division has 26
percent of the land area with 42.6 percent
of the population while Ladakh Division
has the largest land area (58.3 percent),
but with just 2.4 percent of the
population. The Kashmir Division in the
state of J&K is the politically dominant
force, which garners the lions share of the
development and employment cake, far
in excess of what its population holdings

or land area suggest. Yet it is only this
group which is agitating and not their
brethren in the Jammu and Ladakh
Divisions, who receive the short end of
political empowerment and of
development, economic and
employment opportunities.

The discourse has cleverly been
subverted to make it appear that the
whole state is affected which is
apparently not the case. Unrest exists for
the main part only in the Kashmir
Division and that too confined mostly to
South and Central Kashmir. In
geographic terms, violence is restricted
to less than ten percent of the states land
area. Population wise, it covers less than
20 percent of the state’s population. The
cause of violence is obviously not
discrimination but is rooted in a
separatist mindset fanned by Pakistan
and a communal ideology fanned by
‘Wahhabism’ propagated by virulent
preachers and generously funded by
Saudi Arabia. It is the Kashmir-based
Sunni leaders, both the so-called
mainstream and the separatists, who
have fanned discontent based on a
communal agenda. Surprisingly, this
minority has garnered both political
power and financial clout in the state at
the expense of the other communities.
The Shiite Muslims in Kashmir do not
subscribe to the separatist ideology being
promoted by Kashmiri Sunnis. They, like
the people of Jammu, Ladakh, and other
religious and ethnic minorities,
constitute the group that has been
persecuted and discriminated against.
Yet, it is the Sunni leadership which
agitates, despite having a
disproportionate share of state power.

Journalists, intellectuals and media
personalities may be well meaning, but
they often miss the woods for the trees.

SOLUTIONS DO NOT LIE IN
REPEATING HISTORY
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Most speak of the angst of the people of
Kashmir, some to drive their TRPs, but
invariably none give any cogent reason
for this angst, merely presuming that
such angst is justified by the mere reason
of its existence. What has also not been
touched upon is the lack of such angst in
the Jammu and Ladakh Divisions of the
state. This begs the question as to why
such angst is confined to only that
section of the populace that lives in just
15 percent of the land area of the state
and who for the most part are Sunni
Muslims? Is there a divide based on
religious fault-lines? Do the people in
Kashmir, most of whom are Sunni
Muslims, seek a separate identity, based
on their religion? Does that explain why
the entire Kashmiri Pandit population,
the only remaining Hindu community
native to the Valley, was forced to flee
Kashmir in the nineties, following threats
by radical Islamists and militants.
Particularly vicious were the events of 19
January 1990, when declarations were
made from mosques that the Kashmiri
Pandits were ‘kafirs’ and that the males
had to leave Kashmir, convert to Islam or
be killed!

It is oft stated that all political parties,
while in power in the state and in the
Centre have squandered opportunities to
bring in a lasting peace, especially in the
last decade. But there remains a
deafening silence on the contours of
what such a settlement should
constitute. ‘Insaniyat’ is a word much
bandied about. Does ‘Insaniyat’ mean
sacrificing the interests of the majority of
the population to a fringe in the Valley
which seeks secession from India? Does
it mean succumbing to a perverse
ideology, which has place for only one
type of religious belief? What happens
then to the spirit of ‘Kashmiriyat’, so oft
spoken about, but practiced only in the
breach? And what happens to the
Kashmiri Pandits who have been
displaced from their hearths and homes
because of radical Islamist ideology
which does not accept any belief but
their own and who have been forced to
live as refugees in other parts of the
country? Does it mean succumbing to

Sunni religious fanatics and sacrificing
the concept of India as a secular state?
These are uncomfortable questions, but
no solution to the Kashmir imbroglio can
be found unless such questions are asked
and truthfully addressed.

The issue of state sponsored terrorism
as a causative factor for violence in
Kashmir also finds little resonance in the
intellectual and media circles of India.
This is dishonesty of a  perverse kind.
Following its humiliating defeat in 1971,
Pakistan embarked upon a policy of
‘bleeding India with a thousand cuts’.
Terrorist organisations were created and
raised in Pakistan and terrorists were
infiltrated into India to spread chaos and
venom as part of this diabolical policy.
The Saudis too got into the act, sending
humungous amounts of money to
spread a virulent form of Islam, based on
Wahhabi ideology. This is the cancer
which must be excised from the Kashmir
Valley and in other parts of the state
where its presence is now being felt.

A solution to the Kashmir imbroglio
must hence be factored on countering
state sponsored terrorism and on
countering a ‘Wahhabi’ mindset. The
former has been largely kept in check by
the Indian security forces, but
eradicating the roots of the problem
would require addressing Pakistan’s
covert war being waged against India.
Islamabad needs to be delivered a firm
message, that the will of the Indian
people is not to be trifled with and will
invite severe retribution. Pakistan
believes that its nuclear weapon
capability has foreclosed Indian options
in dealing with conflict at the
conventional level. They need to be
disabused of this notion. No longer can
the Indian state succumb to nuclear
blackmail  from across the border. The
bluff has to be called and aggression
must be responded to in a manner that
imposes heavy costs on Pakistan for its
misadventures.

Within the Valley, a clear message
must go to the separatists and other anti-
national forces that the state will not
compromise with the Indian
Constitution. To that end, a

comprehensive perception management
campaign needs to be undertaken to
inform the people of the agenda of
Pakistan and to counter the virulent
Wahhabi ideology, which is being
propagated through Saudi funding. The
choice for the Muslims of the state is
between Sufi Islam and Wahhabism;
between a pluralistic society based on
‘Kashmiriyat’, which is the soul of
Kashmir and a closed closed society
based on radical Islam. Between
modernity and forward thought on the
one side and obscurantist medievalism
on the other.

Problem definition is but one step
towards conflict resolution. That peace
has still not returned to the Valley despite
years of conflict does not reflect on the
effectiveness of the Armed Forces. It is
primarily because the Armed Forces are
effective that the state of J&K has not
slipped into chaos, and become another
sore like Iraq, Syria, or another
dysfunctional entity like Pakistan. The
genocide perpetrated by the Pakistani
state against its own people in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa and FATA and in occupied
Balochistan, is indeed a telling
indictment of that state.

However, serious deficits continue to
exist in the state of J&K and I daresay in
the Centre, in issues pertaining to
administration, governance, justice
delivery and economic upliftment of the
state. These are by no means unique to
the state of J&K, and afflict many other
states of the union as well. However, they
need to be dealt with on a war footing,
and could even encompass the setting up
of fast track courts with time bound
disposal of cases, changing the
administrative set up and putting in
place procedures to ensure
accountability in governance. This must
go alongside an effective perception
management campaign to challenge the
Wahhabi ideology. Externally, the actions
of Pakistan in promoting terrorism in the
Valley and in other parts of the country
must be effectively countered and a stern
message sent to that country that an
interference in India’s internal affairs will
meet with serious consequences.
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On the face of it, Kirpa Ram would
have seemed like an ordinary man. In
actuality, he was anything but that. He
was an Equipment and Boot Repairer
(EBR) in 4 Sikh and could handcraft
shoes that would cost a fortune today.
More importantly, he was the unit
hockey team goalkeeper and had
represented the Indian Army. Kirpa Ram
was also the one who had tamed and
looked after the unit mascot, Rani, a
female panther. She followed him like a
lamb and, if Kirpa Ram was to be
believed, she was the reason 4 Sikh got
the good grades it did in inspections.

As the unit mascot, Rani was always
on parade along with the Officers and
Junior Commissioned Officers for
introduction to the visiting officer. She
even had a military number, wore a coat
with unit insignia, was given promotions
like the soldiers and was even authorised
rations. She used to shake hands with the
VIPs and Kirpa Ram then made her do
numerous other tricks. By the time, the
VIP finished with Rani, there was little
time left for the inspection. In the early
1970s, we repeated Kirpa’s stratagem,
using Raja, a six-feet plus Himalayan
Black Bear!

I met Havaldar Kirpa Ram as a seven
year old and interacted with him for one

year and a half, while my father was
posted in 4 Sikh. The biggest gain of
being an army brat is that one’s
emotional quotient, or EQ, is shaped by
one of the finest organisations of the
nation, one that is manned by men of
substance – men like Kirpa Ram. The
leadership qualities of Kirpa Ram and his
subsequent heroism remained
permanently etched in my mind, and
many a time, I’d recall them while
exercising leadership over the largest
military command in the world, the
Northern Command.

All tradesmen like Kirpa Ram were
enrolled under the category of Non
Combatants Enrolled. Their task was
restricted to their trade and they were not
authorised weapons. However, Kirpa
Ram voluntarily took part in all training.
He was an ace shooter and master of
basic infantry tactics. Extremely
competitive and active, he was a man
blessed with exceptional leadership

qualities and these were particularly
evident on the hockey field. The goal
posts could not confine him. He would
rush out to the top of the circle and even
beyond to urge, coax and ‘order’ the other
10 to attack and, when chips were down,
to counterattack. Under the posts, he was
an acrobat who rarely conceded a goal.
Once, when the team was looking down
and out, he rushed forward, discarded
his pads and scored a last minute
winning goal!

Kirpa gave me lessons in leadership as
experienced by him in life and on the
hockey field. He said that in life, in battle,
and on the playing field, the most
important thing is “pehal-kadami“, or to
seize and maintain the initiative through
action and forcing the adversary to react.
Do it as fast as you can and do it
continuously, always faster than the
enemy’s reaction, thus, rendering him
psychologically helpless. “Inaction,” he
said, “is the most serious crime against

REMEMBERING A HERO:
HAVALDAR KIRPA RAM, VrC, 4 SIKH 

IN THE BATTLE OF WALONG

MOTIVATION

Lt Gen H.S. Panag, PVSM, AVSM, VSM
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the spirit of 4 Sikh.” Then, he told me
something in chaste Punjabi that has
been said by many famous leadership
gurus: “You can’t leave your footprints on
the sands of time by sitting on your butt!
”As he hammered the nails in the combat
boots of the soldiers, (a combat boot had
to have 13 nails), he would keep saying
“hamla, hamla” (attack, attack). When a
blow was mistimed, he would strike
again and say “jawabi hamla” (counter
attack). “When in doubt, attack; and
when faced with a setback, counter
attack.”

I last met Kirpa at Meerut in early 1962
when he came to play the inter-
command hockey tournament. Largely
due to his heroics, his team won the
tournament and he was selected as the
deputy goalkeeper to the great Shankar
Lakshman (a three-time Olympian) as
part of the Army Team. In our last
meeting, he advised me to join the army
because of ‘saaf’ (clean) life, sports and
adventure”. He also urged me to join 4
Sikh.

Kirpa’s unit – 4 Sikh – was inducted
into Walong Sector in the Lohit Division,
North-East Frontier Agency (present-day
Arunachal Pradesh) in end-September
and early-October of 1962. They flew in
Otter aircraft, a section (10 men) at a
time, from Tezu. The unit occupied a
defensive position on either side of the
Lohit river. At Walong, 4 Sikh, 6 Kumaon,
3/3 Gorkha Rifles and 4 Dogra under 11
Infantry Brigade fought the most heroic
brigade level action of the 1962 War. The
battle was waged continuously from
October 18, 1962 to November 16, 1962.
Initially, 6 Kumaon engaged the Chinese
from October 18 to October 26, in the
area of Kibithoo, 30 kilometres ahead of
Walong and close to the McMahon Line.
After delaying the Chinese, the unit fell
back to Walong. Patrol clashes continued
from October 27 to November 26, and the
Chinese were given a bloody nose. The
main battle was fought at Walong from
November 13 to November 16. On either
side of the Lohit river, 4 Sikh and 3/3
Gorkha Rifles were manning the
defences. After the forward battle, 6
Kumaon was in depth (rear) defences

while 4 Dogra was just fetching up from
Tezu. The Chinese launched a three-
pronged attack. They attacked both sides
of the river from the North and, as their
main effort, also attacked from the
Western flank by securing two higher
tactical features, Green Pimple and
Yellow Pimple, making our defences very
vulnerable from the West. On November
14, 6 Kumaon launched the most valiant
counter attack to capture Yellow Pimple
from the direction of TriJunction, a
higher feature further to the west. This
was done with the aim to foil the Chinese
main attack from that direction. An
intense battle took place and 6 Kumaon
suffered heavy casualties. It fell back
upon Tri Junction. One company of 4
Dogra led by Major (later Colonel) K.J.
Singh, who was my uncle, was rushed to
reinforce 6 Kumaon.  Only 33 men out of
100, including Major K J Singh, could
break through the Chinese cordon. They
reinforced 6 Kumaon at Tri Junction.
However, the Chinese repeatedly counter
attacked Tri Junction and forced a
withdrawal of our troops due to heavy
casualties.

The Chinese now focussed their full
attention on to the main defences held
by 4 Sikh and 3/3 Gorkha Rifles. The
defences of 4 Sikh were attacked from
higher ground to the west and south
west, using Green Pimple and Yellow
Pimple as firm bases, and also from the
North. The forward companies were
soon running out of ammunition, which
had to be ferried from the logistics base.
Earlier, anticipating this task, Havaldar
Kirpa Ram had got weapons issued for
the non combatants and had also
organised training capsules for them.He
led these non combatants-turned-into-
soldiers to continuously supply
ammunition to the forward companies.

The battle was reaching its
culmination and on the night of
November 15, Kirpa Ram led another
ammunition-ferrying column to one of
the forward companies. This time they
were ambushed by a Chinese patrol.
Following his hockey field tactics, Kirpa
Ram shouted “hamla” and with his team
broke through the ambush, but in so

doing was wounded. Being a man of
action, Kirpa, disregarding his wounds,
pressed on and delivered the
ammunition to the forward company
where heavy fighting was taking place.
Instead of falling back to the logistic base,
he stayed back to fight the battle. Like on
the hockey field, he took charge and
fought like a man possessed.

The company suffered heavy
casualties and a decision was taken to
withdraw. Kirpa volunteered and stayed
back with the rear party, mostly
consisting of unit sportsmen, which was
tasked to cover the withdrawal. As the
rear party came under pressure and was
running short of ammunition, Kirpa did
what he believed in - “jawabi hamla!”
(counter attack). Led by him, the rear
party came out of the trenches and
engaged the Chinese with bayonets. But
the odds were against them. The entire
rear party including Kirpa was killed in
action. This heroic action, enabled the
rest of the survivors of the company to
get away. In the battle of Walong, apart
from Kirpa Ram, 4 Sikh sadly lost the
crème of its sportsmen, which included
five who had podium finishes at the
national level.

Kirpa lived life on his own terms and
died in action, again on his own terms,
leading from the front. He was awarded
the coveted Vir Chakra, a rare award for a
non combatant. I passed out of Indian
Military Academy, third in the order of
merit and had the choice to join any unit
or regiment. Unhesitatingly, I chose 4
Sikh. Apart from its illustrious history, to
a great extent, my choice was influenced
by the most unforgettable soldier I ever
met: the great Havaldar Kirpa Ram!

Commissioned in December 1969
into the SIKH Regiment, Lt Gen. H.S.
Panag has served as the GOC-in-C of

both the Northern Command and the
Central Command. Post his retirement

in December 2008, he was appointed as
an Administrative Member of the Armed
Forces Tribunal. He has authored several
publications concerning Indian defence
forces and national security. A version of

this article was first published in News
Laundry on 21 June 2016.
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A recent article
in several
l e a d i n g
n ew s p a p e r s
broke the news
that Indian
scientists had
traced the
origins of the
Swastika back

to almost 11,000 years, predating even
the Indus Valley Civilisation, which is
saying a lot. While the team led by IIT
professors exults about how this
fascinating discovery helps prove that
Indian civilisation is much older than
what history has us believe and instils
national pride, perhaps it is a good time
to ask ourselves what’s the fuss all about? 
In India the Swastika symbol is

ubiquitous. Look around; on cars,
homes, temples, gurdwaras, shops,
building, cows, buffaloes, camels,
tattooed on people and innumerable
more places. The Swastika grows like wild
grass in India, sprouting in every nook
and cranny without care or attention,
pushing through the crack in unexpected
places. What does the symbol even mean
anymore today to the average person on
the street? Is the once grand auspicious
symbol of peace, good luck and
positivity, predating even the Indus Valley
Civilisation, today reduced to just a fuzzy
notion, a feeling or a vague idea?
Why should it matter? 

Swastika Twisted to Meet Selfish
Needs 
The Swastika word itself translates to Su-
Asti, meaning wellbeing. Most of the
words, when translated in any other

language, especially from Sanskrit lose
the meaning as they are meant only for a
two dimensional space. One of the keys
in the Vedas and Dhyan is the ability to
explain and go to a fourth state, or the
Chaturiya (Fourth) avastha (state). The
fourth state is also known as the Turiya
avastha. The fourth state is beyond
waking, sleeping and dreaming. The
symbol of the Swastika is that of a four-
dimensional cube, and is used
extensively in Vedic mathematics.
How, why and what are deeper

subjects that one can’t just read about
and understand. Unlike reading and
learning other subjects, this is a subject
of experiential learning. Almost everyone
I have spoken to thinks that Hitler took
the symbol, inverted it, tilted it and then
used it as an Aryan supremacist symbol.
No. It’s the same symbol. Nazis just tilted
it and colour-coded it. Rest is history.
So why did Hitler pick this symbol and

misappropriate it? Well, it is happening
today with our symbols being
misappropriated such as haldi-doodh to
turmeric latte or Basmati rice of
Dehradun to Texmati rice of Texas.
Opportunists, who can come from any
race or colour, tend to work on the
principles of reductionism. They want to
benefit the most out of an idea, so they
pick what they believe is the most
important ingredient.
Haldi-Doodh has been used as an

analgesic in the Indian households, since
time immemorial. Conventional wisdom
also says that excessive use of anything,
including turmeric is harmful. Now it’s
being sold as a mainstream beverage at
Starbucks in California. Quite a hit!
People likely end up having more than

one at a time. Fancy if one of the
customers came back with a stomach
problem in a few years, they would
malign turmeric and possibly, ban it
medically. That’s the risk of reductionism.
In the popular movie, Oceans’ Thirteen,
Brad Pitt character Rusty Ryan says to
Elliot Gould character Reuben, “If you
need Vitamin C, why have an orange,
why don’t you just pop Vitamin C?” And
that is where holistic living loses a battle
to reductionism. Antagonisms that
follow are hard to beat.
As a society, we are very advanced in

technology, today. A few centuries ago,
people were adept at physical contact
warfare. Similarly in the Vedic era, people
were adept at the metaphysical. Being
Arya was synonymous with that. There
are people who are still adept at the
metaphysical. Maybe this is what
fascinated Hitler. But rest assured, the
moment you attain Arya avastha, you
can barely, not even willingly, harm a fly,
let alone kill a human. Hitler was far from
being an Arya. A lot of unrest that we see
across the world today, leading to
personal anxiety and unhappiness, is a
result of lack of our own understanding.
More than love and compassion, the
world needs understanding of how
people evolve. How races are real,
religions manufactured. Climes are real,
countries manufactured. The more we
delve into the wisdom of the Swastika,
the better we become as a collective, and
happier as individuals.

Truth is Universal
People in the US, UK, Australia and the
world over, get to know the days that
Diwali is celebrated as well. Ever

THE SWASTIKA: WHY ITS
HISTORY MATTERS

Ajay Chaturvedi

OPINION
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wondered why Christmas falls on the
25th of December yet Diwali is a different
day every year? If most of us, the urban
elite only follow the Gregorian calendar,
who are these underdogs, making these
calendar entries that are all pervasive?
Internet has been a boon but who
determines it on the ground and who
makes the Panchangs (Hindu calendars)?
For over 800 years, different invaders

ruled India. Yet here is India, with 80
percent of the country having retained its
Sanatan Dharma. Most Indians still go by
this unsaid truth Ekam sat vipra bahudha
vadanti – There is one truth, the wise
know it by many names. They might
follow any religion, Sikhism, Buddhism,
Christianity, or any other, yet the spirit of
universal acceptance echoes louder than
anything else, in India.
During the 1971 India-Pakistan war,

when Jeep radiators were damaged and
leaking, the army would use solidified
turmeric as ablocking agent. Just think
what excessive use of turmeric would do
to one’s stomach.

The Missing ‘Indian-ness’ in
History
The British ruled India for well over 200
years and yet, less than 5 percent Indians
communicate in fluent English (Source:
Indian Human Development Survey).
This is because it has always been a
language of the rich and the elite. One
learns a natural Indian language in the
surroundings one is born in, absolutely
FREE. However for learning English, one
has to go to a public school. These public
schools are costly. English can’t be learnt
for free.
When I speak to my British or

American friends, most of them like to
read history books in their spare time. I
used to wonder why; because history
never interested me in school, at all. Then
it dawned on me that we were primarily
taught British and Mughal history. There
are sparing elements of actual Indian
history. From a different perspective, the
history we were taught was very war
centric. No mention or explanation of the
wisdom, arts and culture, latent in the
Indian civilisation. Maybe we wouldn’t

have grasped it, even if they did cover
those aspects, back then.
There is an African proverb, ‘Until the

lions have their own historians, the
history of the hunt will always glorify the
hunter.’ The British mastered the art of
writing history and they wrote it for us,
for the most part anyway. It is only now
that shackles are falling and realisation of
the true wealth of our ancient wisdom
passed on, via Guru-Shishya Parampara
(Master-Disciple relationship), is being
witnessed. A lot of it is still unwritten and
explained and passed on as experiential
wisdom, by a Guru. There is a reason it
wasn’t written, another topic, beyond the
scope of this article.

Despite Invaders, the Backbone
Remains Unbroken 
Despite the 800 odd years rule by foreign
invaders, the culture that has defined the
Indian subcontinent is the rich Vedic
Culture and it continues to be without
much bolstering. The ancient sciences of
astrology, astronomy to Ayurveda, are the
rare esoteric gems that have kept the
resilience of the society till date. The
Vedic societies are quadri-polar as
opposed to a bipolar society, like in the
US. Ever conjectured why even though
India is a seemingly conservative society
now, the Kamasutra was written in India
here as well! One can fathom this when

one understands the real philosophy
behind the Swastika.

Small Steps to Understanding the
Truth
The key to mastering arithmetic is to first
master the numbers. Similarly, the key to
mastering the English language is the
alphabet. Likewise, in order to even begin
to understand the Vedic wisdom, one
needs to first understand and possibly
master, Yog and Pranayam and then the
language in which the instruction is
passed on. In the ancient times, when the
kids were sent to the Gurukuls, the first
initiation by the Guru was of Pranayam
(the entire eight step system is referred to
as Yum- niyam). It is only after gaining
complete knowledge of one’s breath, that
the Guru would begin initiating the
disciple on Dhyan (Medititation). The
steps in Dhyan would then gradually lead
to understanding human sensations via
feelings. Sensations roughly translate to
Samvedana, where the word Vedan
comes from. The knowledge of the self,
the universal self and beyond, begins
with the breath. Breathe, be happy and
realise your Swastika! 

Ajay Chaturvedi is the founder of
HarVa, the first BPO set up in rural India
which employs only women and author
of the widely acclaimed, Lost Wisdom of

The Swastika.
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We thank our readers for the
tremendous response to the April-May
issue of SALUTE Magazine. A sampling
of the some of the letters received, as a
response to the article ‘WOMEN IN
MILITARIES’ is placed below. We look
forward to your continued interaction.
Editor.

Dear Sir,
Women as combat fighters is an
enormous symbolic breakthrough. To
welcome this would be distinctly a
popular & politically correct view.
Personally, I feel women can distinguish
themselves far better in
administrative/support echelons of the
Armed Forces than in rough & tumble of
combat units. Well, men are no where
near equal to women in several spheres
of life which are too well known to
enumerate here. And conversely,
women cannot be equated with men in
a few areas, combat being one of them.
Even in the majority of sports, standards
& rules for women are a little different -
in tennis "best of three" against "best of
five" for men; in golf they tee off from
shorter distances ...& so on. Though I do
see a bright silver lining - so in a fighter
squadron, apart from bringing in some
excitement & enthusiasm, the
competitive spirit to achieve greater
"dash" among men pilots will decidedly
rise. I would not recommend to the IAF
to send women fighter pilots into
missions in enemy territory but confine
their services in defensive/protective
role.

Maj. Gen. Harwant Krishan

Dear Sir,
‘Women in the Armed Forces are fine
but why in the Army Combat Arms?
‘Follow the West’ has become a fashion
for us Indians without going into the
pros and cons of the policy to be
adopted. The west, on the other hand, is
handicapped with an inadequate work
force and that is the main reason why

they have gone in for employing women
to make up for the shortfall of men in
Combat Arms. In India, on the other
hand, we have a large number of
unemployed male youth coming
forward to join the Armed Forces. Do
the advocates for inducting women in
combat roles and employing them in
remote field areas have the ground
experience of service below brigade
level? Many people cite the bravery of
Rani Jhansi, Razia Sultana and Chand
Bibi, but majority were forced to save
their kingdoms and their line of
succession.

This reservation will result into
having more and more working couples,
while certain families may not have
even a single earning member.
Unemployment graph for men is sky
rocketing and is the main cause of
insurgencies and unrest. I would be
happy however, if single working
women marry and settle down with an
unemployed man. If reservation for
women is done away then the nation
will have more men gainfully employed
and an equal number of more happy
families in the country resulting into
Gross National Happiness (GNH) Index
going up.

Col RC Patial

Dear Sir
As pilots, women are OK, but we need to
look into the question of job denial to
men, where there is no population
shortage. Let us also remember that
most women will still remain
dependant. Aerial combat is more
dependant on machine handling and
women may even prove superior. We
hope they then do not demand special
treatment, as has been the army
experience. Blunt views? I plead guilty.

Kuldeep Gahlaut

Dear Sir
The issue is not easy to take sides with.
The step can be called progressive no

doubt and even desirable in the long
run. It's success depends entirely upon
strict and uniform attitude of the
commanding officers towards them
during their grooming stage.
Unfortunately many COs show a bias in
giving them duties and responsibilities.
The slipshod manner in which the army
commenced women officers training,
allotting only months for it is a case in
point. Treating them as women and
hence lessor soldiers is discrimination.
Those already inducted in the non
fighting arms must be fully integrated by
way of equal treatment in training,
duties, promotions and by being made
eligible for permanent commission,
before inducting them in the fighting
arms is introduced.

Yashpal Singh Chauhan

Dear Sir,
This was coming for a long time. Gender
barrier is lifting. How it will work, say in
Infantry? 

Col Abdul Rasul Khan

Dear Sir,
I dread to think of these brave ladies as
POW especially with respect to:

a) Our neighbours psyche and track
record

b) Apathy filled MoD, IFS and
politicians.

Hope the indifferent MoD/IFS who
continuously talk of action on a "war
footing”, translate some of that talk into
action and do not let our brave women
warriors down. In the mean time many
happy landings to them

Rustom Jamasji

Dear Sir,
The key in my opinion would be to
eliminate discrimination during the
training phase. As long as that is
assured, I think women will do as well
and perhaps better than the men on the
battlefield!

Arjun Venkatraman

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
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As a military leader, Maj. Gen. KS
Thimayya, DSO, had emerged shoulders
above his contemporaries, post the 1947-
48 Indo-Pak war in the J&K theatre. This
measure of Timmy (as he was popularly
called) was further bolstered when the
international community unequivocally
applauded his deft handling of the
acrimonious POW repatriation on the
Korean peninsula. Prime Minister Nehru
was so impressed by the calibre of the
General that in personal interaction, the
PM addressed him as Timmy, always.

So the day Gen. KS Thimayya was
elevated to the post of Chief of Army
Staff, Mr Nehru broke with convention
and unannounced, walked into the
COAS’s office to congratulate his friend.
So taken aback was the Army Chief that
he remained transfixed to his chair even
as the Prime Minister walked right up to
him. Without ado, Mr Nehru shook
hands and taking the visitor's chair
launched into a convivial conversation
with the utterance "won't you offer me a
cigarette, Timmy?"

We learnt of this episode some twenty
years later at a mutual friend's home
from Ammie, including a few indiscreet
words uttered in innocent banter by
Timmy. Now Ammie was the lively, petite
and charming younger sister of the Chief.
She had been married to a bureaucrat
from the Indian Civil Service and was

widowed during a cloudburst when
holidaying with their two children, up in
the Kullu valley in the 1950s. Mr Nehru
was quick to redress the tragedy and
asked Timmy whether Ammie would
accept the role of a personal assistant in
the PMs household. In the event, she was
assigned responsibility of the PM's
wardrobe, provided suitable quarters on
the premises and would become a
permanent fixture on the PM's staff
during foreign visits also. Ammie was in a
sense adopted by the Nehru-Gandhis,
ultimately becoming a mentor and
companion of Priyanka and Rahul
during their days of cloistered childhood.

Mrs Indira Gandhi would often seek out
Ammie for a relaxed drink in the evening
and even decades later, a car would pick
her on most Sundays to lunch with the
children.

However, Ammie was sad to recall that
Panditji (as she referred to Mr Nehru,
always) had taken to heart Timmy’s
indiscreet banter during Mr Nehru’s
unprecedented call on the Chief's office.
She elaborated that by the side of
Timmy’s office table was a steel chest of
drawers and Mr Nehru, in the mood of
bonhomie inquired, “Is that a treasure
chest, Timmy”? 

The Chief stated that in the upper
drawer were operational plans
pertaining to the Western and Northern
borders. To the PMs next interjection,
‘And the second drawer’, the Chief stated
that it contained dossiers of a few
Generals which the PM would need, to
pick his successor. Persisting with child-
like curiosity, Mr Nehru shot back: ‘And
the last drawer’?

Not one to be put down in a repartee
and with a mischievous smile, the Chief
said: Well sir, all it contains is the only
copy of the plan for a military coup,
which I keep strictly under my personal
care.

As may be imagined, the seeds of
suspicion were sown unwittingly and its
ghost would visit the PMs and Timmy's
successors forever, even though Mr
Nehru had chuckled and kept up tete-a-
tete, to finish his cigarette.

Commissioned in the Regiment of
Artillery in July 1956, Lt Gen. Baljit Singh,
AVSM, VSM, retired on 31 July 1992 after
36 years of distinguished service. A keen

sportsman, accomplished writer and
noted environmentalist, he is an active

promoter of Conservation of Nature,
more so within and by the Armed Forces.

GENESIS OF ARMY COUP SYNDROME 
Lt Gen. Baljit Singh, AVSM, VSM
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Gen. K.S. Thimayya with Prime Minister Nehru, Defence Minister Krishna Menon and
Mr Majithia, Deputy Defence Minister.
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CATHERINE THERMAL IMAGING CAMERAS
Thales has signed a new contract to
provide CATHERINE thermal imaging
cameras to India. As part of this
contract, Thales is doing a transfer of
production to integrate 260 compact
LWIR thermal imaging (TI) CATHERINE
into BELTECH’s TI Sights that will be
installed on the T90 battle tanks of Indian
Army.

The CATHERINE family is the most
complete range of cameras available on
the world market for target acquisition

and weapon engagements by land
vehicles. Thermal imagers allow gunners,
commanders and land recce observers
to see by night and by day in adverse
conditions. More than 7000 CATHERINE
cameras are in service on-board 30
types of fighting vehicles globally.The
CATHERINE thermal imager is already in
service with the Indian Army. The transfer
of production of CATHERINE contributes
to the “Make in India” policy of the Indian
government.

NEWS: DEFENCE INDUSTRY

JV BETWEEN BOEING AND TATA ADVANCE SYSTEMS 

The foundation stone for the joint venture between Boeingand
Tata Advanced Systems to co-produce Boeing AH-64 Apache
helicopter fuselages and other aerostructures, as well as to
pursue integrated systems in aerospace was laid by India’s
Defence Minister Shri Manohar Parrikar on 18 June 2016 at
Hyderabad. This facility will eventually be the sole producer of
AH-64 fuselages globally.The Apache has been flown or selected
for acquisition by the United States and 15 other nations,
including India. Speaking on the occasion, the Defence Minister
said “The joint venture between Tata and Boeing is a significant

step in developing India’s capabilities for aerospace & defence
manufacturing and becoming a global exporter. This is a clear
example of the significant progress made towards “Make in India
for defence,” The Vice President of Boeing, Mr. Dave
Koopersmith called the event “the next step in Boeing and TASL’s
journey to develop key technologies and capabilities.”Sukaran
Singh, MD & CEO, Tata Advanced Systems, and Board Member
of TBAL stated, “We are proud to partner with Boeing to
manufacture complex aerospace aerostructures parts out of
India”.
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RAFALE FIGHTER PLANE
DEAL AND OFFSETS

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP MODEL

The deal to purchase 36 Rafale aircraft in a fly-away condition
from France is likely to be sealed shortly. The estimated cost
of the deal is about 7.89 billion euros and entails a 50 per cent
offset clause.Under the offset agreement,discussed in 2015,
30 percent of the offsets would entail a commitment for
military aerospace research and development programmes and
the rest 20 per cent for making components of Rafales in India.
The offsets will be carried out by French companies Safran,
Thales, MBDA and Dassault, all part of the Rafale project.

As part of the offsets, France has offered to help India revive
the unsuccessful Kaveri engine project for the indigenous Tejas
aircraft and a host of other high-end collaborations. Tejas
currently uses an American engine. An upgraded Kaveri engine
with 90 kN thrust compared to the existing 72 kN can be
developed with French cooperation, to replace the American
engine used by Tejas. This gives France an opportunity to have
a bigger share in the Indian defence market as also a hope that
India will eventually go in for more Rafale aircraft, possibly
under the ‘Make in India’ route. France has also offered to
provide stealth, radar and thrust vectoring for missiles
technologies besides others to DRDO and domestic defence
firms. Concrete talks and a subject wise clearance of offset
proposals will however start only when the final contract for the
Rafale fighter aircraft is signed.

In a move to allow private investments in mega defence
manufacturing projects, as mooted in the revised Defence
Procurement Procedure (DPP), top executives from leading
Indian corporates in the defence sector have been invited by
the Ministry of Defence (MOD) to lead panels for suggestions
on its strategic partnership models.

Soon after the receiving the convening order from the
MOD, FICCI, CII and ASSOCHAM have appointed top
executives to head the five subgroups for which
recommendations have been sought. These include top
executives from Tata, Larsen & Toubro, Bharat Forge, Alpha
Design (recently tied up with Adani Group for a defence
project) and MKU, a company that specialises in Ballistic
protection devices. Each sub group is likely to have about 15
industry representatives. Two major defence sector
companies which did not find a place in heading any of the
panels were Mahindra and Reliance Defence. They are
however likely to find a place among the industry
representatives in the subgroups. Here too, given the large
interest in the defence manufacturing sector which the private
sector is now evincing consequent to the opening up of this
sector, there is a scramble amongst private industry to be
represented in the subgroups, which is making it difficult for
the industry bodies to accommodate all requests. 
The panels on the five sub groups are being led as under:
• Aircraft and Helicopters Manufacturing: Sukaran Singh, CEO,

Tata Advanced Systems Ltd.
• Submarine Construction: JD Patil, Defence Head, L&T. 
• Smart Ammunition Production: Neeraj Gupta, Head MKU. 
• Armoured Fighting Vehicles: Col (retd) HS Shankar,

Chairman, Alpha Design
• Macro issues (selection of partners, criteria for evaluation):

Rajinder Bhatia, CEO, Defence and Aerospace, Bharat
Forge.

The panels will have adequate representation from the
Armed Forces as well as from the DRDO.
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The Chief of Army Staff, Gen. Dalbir Singh reviewed the Passing
Out Parade of the 90th Indian Naval Academy Course INAC (BTech)
and 90th Indian Naval Academy Course INAC (MSc) Courses at an
impressive ceremony at Indian Naval Academy (INA), Ezhimala on
28 May 2016. 234 cadets of Indian Navy, 64 cadets of Indian
Coast Guard and three cadets from friendly foreign countries
passed out of the portals of the INA, on successful completion of
their training. The ‘President’s Gold Medal’ for the Indian Naval
Academy BTech course was awarded to Squadron Cadet Captain
Keval Krishan. The ‘Chief of the Naval Staff Gold Medal’ for the
Naval Orientation (Extended) Course was awarded to Cadet

Sidharth Gupta. The ‘Chief of the Naval Staff Gold Medal’ for the
Naval Orientation (Regular) Course was awarded to Cadet Rukshar
Baby. She was also awarded the ‘Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief
(South) Gold Medal’ for being adjudged the Best Woman Trainee of
the course. On completion of the parade, the ‘Shipping of Stripes’
ceremony was conducted. The proud parents and guardians of the
Passing Out cadets shipped the Naval / Coast Guard epaulettes,
popularly known as ‘Stripes’ on the shoulders of their wards, thus
symbolising their transformation from ‘cadets’ into full-fledged
Naval / Coast Guard Officers. The Reviewing Officer and other
dignitaries shipped the stripes of the medal winners.

NEWS
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NAVY BIDS ADIEU TO INS VIRAAT
On the Afternoon of 23 June, India’s majestic aircraft carrier INS
Viraat, set sail for the last time from Mumbai for Kochi. This is
the last time that this iconic ship will sail under her own
propulsion before it is decommissioned. Escorting theCarrier out
of harbour were Fast Interceptor Craft and helicopters from the
Western Naval Command. Prior to is departure, the Flag Officer
Commanding-in-Chief Western Naval Command,  Vice Admiral
Girish Luthra, along with other senior officers of the command,
visited the ship and interacted with the crew.

INS Viraat played a major role in Operation Jupiter in 1989
(Indian Peace Keeping operations in Sri Lanka) and Operation
Vijay in 1999 (Kargil War). She has been an integral element of
all major naval exercises, and participated in various international
joint exercises like Malabar (with US Navy), Varuna (with French
Navy) and Naseem-Al-Bahar (with Oman Navy). Commissioned
into the Indian Navy on 12 May 1987, the ship operated Sea
Harrier (White Tigers - fighter aircraft), Seaking 42B (Harpoons -
Anti Submarine helicopters) & Seaking 42C (Commando Carrier
helicopters) and Chetak (Angles - SAR helicopter) as her main air

elements. The Sea Harrier fleet was also recently
decommissioned at Goa in May 2016. It was an emotional
moment for the Navy, as INS Viraat left Naval Dockyard Mumbai,
for one last time under own power. The ship will be towed back
to Mumbai on completion of ERDD, for the decommissioning
ceremony later this year.
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On 21 May 2016, NCC Girl cadets created history when they
scaled the world’s highest peak, becoming the first NCC Girl
Cadets expedition to have done so. After rigorous trials, a batch
of 100 NCC girl cadets had been selected for training for the
Everest expedition. From amongst this batch, ten NCC girl
cadets were finally selected for the Everest expedition which
comprised of four officers, two Junior Commissioned officers,
seven other ranks, two girl cadet Instructors and 10 NCC girl
cadets. 

Dividing themselves into two teams of five girls each, the first
team led by the expedition team leader Col Gaurav Karki reached
the summit on 21 May and the second team led by Lt Col Vishal
Ahlawat successfully scaled the peak on the following day.
Indeed an exemplary feat by the young girls. all aged between
17 and 21 years. Amongst the officers was a lady officer from
the Indian Army, Maj Deepika Rathore. This was the second time
that Major Rathore had scaled Everest, becoming the first lady
officer from the Indian Army to climb Everest twice.

NCC GIRLS SCALE
MOUNT EVEREST
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Transit between Bangladesh and India became fully
operational when the first Indian consignment reaching
Ashuganj in June 2016. As per the Daily Star, a Bangladeshi
ship carrying a consignment of 1,000 tonnes of corrugated
iron sheets started from Kolkata on June 3. Its General
Manager Mahmud-ur Rahman Siddiqui was quoted to have said
that Anbis Development Ltd, a Bangladeshi operator, hired the
ship to carry the goods from Kolkata to Ashuganj. From there,
the goods would be loaded onto Bangladeshi trucks, which
would cross the Indo-Bangla border in Akhaura.The vehicles
would travel another 32 kilometres to deliver the consignment
to warehouses in India.With the arrival of the goods, India's
request to Bangladesh for providing transit facilities would be
met. To make the transhipment a reality, the two countries
signed a revised river protocol in Dhaka in June last year.Under
the transit system, goods would be carried from Kolkata to

Ashuganj through a river route and then from Ashuganj to
Agartala, the capital of Tripura, through a land route.

India is paying a transhipment fee of Tk 192.25 per tonne,
apart from the regular transit fee and other charges. Security,
if provide would cost another Tk 50 per ton. The transportation
of iron rods was done on a trial basis. The route will
subsequently be used to transport heavy machinery to Palatana
power plant in Tripura and also 10,000 tonnes of rice to the
north-eastern state. At present, trucks from Kolkata have to
travel around 1,600km to reach Agartala. But the distance
would be just 800km if they travel through Bangladesh.
Presently, the cost of transporting goods to Agartala from
Kolkata is USD 67 per tonne and it takes 30 days for trucks to
reach there. However, if the trucks travel through the Kolkata-
Ashuganj-Agartala route, the cost would be a maximum of USD
35 per tonne and it would reduce the time to just 10 days.

NEWS
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INDIA BANGLADESH TRANSIT GETS OPERATIONAL

Pakistan may buy used F-16 jets from Jordan

Pakistan raising 22 Additional Wings of Civil Armed Forces (CAFs)

NEWS FROM PAKISTAN

Pakistan is considering a Jordanian offer to
buy sixteen used F-16 jets in lieu of the
eight advanced fighters it could not buy
from the United States because of a
financing row, but officials fear Washington
could still throw a spanner in the works. The
case for the purchase of F-16s from the US
is closed, “we are now going for a third
party transfer of F-16s and have an offer
from Jordan”, Defence Secretary retired Lt
Gen Alam Khattak told a joint sitting of the
Senate committees on defence and foreign
affairs, which had been asked by Senate
Chairman Raza Rabbani to review the
current state of Pak-US ties and suggest the
way forward.

The Pakistan government informed the Senate that 22 additional wings of civil armed forces (CAFs) would be raised to provide
foolproof security of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor Project (CPEC). Minister of State for Interior Baleeghur Rehman, while
responding to a calling attention notice moved by PML-N Senator Abdul Qayyum said that the government decided to recruit more
than 17,000 security personnel for this purpose while over 3,000 personnel had already been hired. He said funds have also been
released in this connection and the task would be completed by the end of this year.
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India’s long spell of dependence on
imports for fighter aircraft may finally
begin to change with the induction of
the three decades overdue Tejas, on 04
July ’16. Costing  $24 million per unit,
approximately one-tenth of the cost of
Lockheed Martin’s F-35. The Tejas
achieves a maximum speed of
1,370mph (2200kmh) compared to the
F-35’s 1,199mph (1929kmh) and is the
lightest multi-role supersonic aircraft of
its class, equipped with surface-to-air,
air-to-air and anti-ship missiles with in-
flight manoeuvrability that exceeds the
slower F-35. "It is comparable and on
par with any fourth generation fighter
aircraft you have in the world,"
reportedly said Group Captain Madhav
Rangachari, Commanding Officer of the
Indian Air Force 'Flying Daggers 45'
squadron.
The purchase of 36 Rafale aircraft in

a government-to-government contract,
announced after Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s April 2015 visit to
France, followed by Defence Ministry
scrapping  an earlier plan to purchase
126 Rafale’s, is expected to be finalised
in the near future. With the clause of
delivering 50 percent offsets, creating
business worth at least 3 billion Euros
for smaller Indian companies, it may
generate a few thousand new jobs in
India.
On 29 July 16, Defence Minister

Manohar Parrikar in reply to questions
in Lok Sabha, shared information of
substantial progress in defence

production and procurements.On 28
September 2015 two contracts were
signed with US Government and
Boeing, for Apache attack helicopters
costing Rs.13,951.57 crore, and Chinook
heavy lift helicopters costing Rs.
8047.85 crore. The delivery of both will
commence from March to July, 2019
and be completed by March, 2020. So
far, Department of Industrial Policy and
Promotion (DIPP) has issued 342
licenses to 205 Indian private
companies for manufacturing of
defence equipment such as artillery
guns, tanks/combat vehicles,
unmanned aerial vehicles, helicopters,
radars, warships etc. Since the
beginning of financial year 2014-15,128
industrial licenses for defence have
been issued to 97 Indian private
companies.
To encourage export of defence

equipment by Indian manufacturing
companies, the Government has taken
the following measures:-
� Defence Export Strategy has been
formulated and placed in the public
domain. The Strategy provides for
creation of an Export Promotion Body,
engaging Indian missions / embassies
abroad in export promotion, export
financing through line of credit etc.,
better use of offset policy, export of
indigenously developed defence
systems and streamlining of the
export regulation process.

� The list of military stores for the
purpose of issuing NOC for export has
been notified by the Government to
remove ambiguity and to make the

process transparent.

� Standard Operating Procedure (SOP)
for issue of No Objection Certificate
(NOC) for export of military stores has
been simplified and put in public
domain. Requirement of Government
signed End User Certificate (EUC) for
export of parts and components and
other non-sensitive military stores has
been done away with.

� The process of applying for NOC for
export of military stores has been
made on-line.

� Specific time frame has been
prescribed in SOP for issue of NOC for
export of military stores.

� The provision of ‘in-principle’
approval for export of specific items to
specific countries has been
incorporated in the SOP to enable
Indian companies to explore export
opportunities in overseas markets.
In the last three years and the

current financial year, defence
equipment such as Do-228 aircraft,
offshore patrol vessels, Chetak
helicopters, SONARS, 4x4 vehicles,
simulators, over-vests, ballistic helmets
etc. have been exported to major
countries like Brazil, Egypt, Israel,
Japan, Kazakhstan, Mauritius, Russia,
Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Turkey etc.
Based on the Army’s strategic

requirement of 231 roads of length
7122.47 Kms in Jammu & Kashmir (J&K)
are included in the Long Term Roll on
Works Plan (LTRoWP) for construction/
upgrading. The work on these roads is
generally progressing as per the
LTRoWP, out of which 157 roads are
planned for completion up to year 2020
and remaining 74 roads beyond year
2020. Apart from the 231 roads under
construction/ upgrading, 133
completed roads are entrusted to
Border Roads Organisation (BRO) in
J&K exclusively for maintenance.

PROGRESS IN DEFENCE PRODUCTION, PROCUREMENTS AND EXPORTS

Lt Col Anil Bhat 
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DISABILITY PENSION
A copy of GOI letter with respect to broad
banding of disability element in respect
of Armed Forces personnel is placed
below:

F.No.3(11)2010-D[Pen/Legal)-PtV
Ministry of Defence
Department of Ex-Servicemen Welfare
D (Pension/ Legal)

New Delhi, 18th April, 2016

To
Chief of the Army Staff
Chief of the Naval Staff
Chief of the Air Staff

Subject: - Broad Banding of Disability Element in respect of
Armed Forces personnel retired/discharged on completion of
terms of engagement with disability aggravated by or
attributable to Military Service - implementation of Court/AFTs
orders.
The Hon'ble Supreme Court vide order dated 10.12.2014
dismissed more than 800 Civil Appeals tagged with Civil Appeal
No. 418 of 2012 filed by the Union of lndia Vs Ram Avtar
challenging grant of broad banding of disability element by
AFl's to Armed Force Personnel other than “invalided out” from
service. The Hon’ble Supreme Court ruled that an Armed Force
Personnel retired on completion of tenure with disability
aggravated by or attributable to Military Service is eligible for
broad banding of Disability Pension/Element.
2. The matter of implementing Hon‘ble Apex Court judgment
dated 10.12.014 in case of Civil Appeal No. 418 of 2012 was taken
up with Department of Expenditure, Ministry of Finance for
consideration. Department of Expenditure. Ministry of Finance
has agreed to implement orders of the.Courts on the matter of
broad banding of disability element in the case of personnel
who are retained in service till normal retirement Accordingly,
approval of Competent Authority is hereby conveyed for
implementation of Court/AFB orders granting broad banding of
disability element toan Armed Force Personnel retired or
discharged on completion of terms of engagement with
disability aggravated by or attributable to Military Service from
the date mentioned in respective court orders.
3. This issues with concurrence of MoD (Fin/Pen) vide no No
711/Fin/ Per dated 12.04.2016.

(R.R. Verma)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India

Consequent to the issue of the above letter, the CDA (Pensions)
has issued a letter to all Records (PAO) (ORs) regarding broad
banding of disability element i.r.o. Armed Forces Personnel. In
view of the above, all affected cases covered under above order
may be reviewed and claims may be forwarded to respective
Pension Sanctioning Authorities alongwith Sheet Roll and other
connected documents. This circular has been uploaded on this
office website www.pcdapension.nic.in. for dissemination of all
concerned.

30th MEETING OF KENDRIYA SAINIK BOARD
The Defence Minister Shri Manohar Parrikar has stressed on
the need for the administrative machinery at the Centre, State
and District levels to pay due attention towards solving the
problems of veterans and families of serving soldiers in a time
bound manner. Inaugurating the 30th Meeting of Kendriya
Sainik Board, Shri Parrikar said special attention by the
Centre and State Governments and support by local
administration towards welfare of the families of Ex-
Servicemen and Serving soldiers is crucial. “We want our
troops to maintain high morale and perform their duties
without worrying about their families”, he said. Sharing his
first-hand experience with the audience in some forward
areas, the Minister stated that braving extreme weather
conditions, the Armed Forces have been serving the nation
with dedication and commitment.

Underlining some of the welfare measures for Ex-Servicemen
and their dependents, the Minister announced that the
Government has revised the marriage grant for two daughters
of Ex-Serviceman from Rs. 16,000 to Rs. 50,000 with effect
from April 01, 2016. The Education Grant and Orphan Grant
have been revised from Rs. 400-600 per month to Rs. 1000 per
month. The amount of one-time Penury Grant of Rs. 30,000
has now been revised to Rs. 1000 per month for life. He said
that the amount under Prime Minister Scholarship Scheme
for boys has been hiked from Rs. 15,000 to Rs. 24,000 per
annum while for girls the same has been revised from Rs.
18,000 to Rs. 27,000 per annum.He also pointed out few issues
on Ex-Servicemen welfare, which require direct engagement
with other stakeholders like States and Union Territories,
Local Administration and Rajya Sainik Board.These include
provision of land for polyclinic buildings in non-military
stations, augmentation of opportunities for employment of
ESM in State / Union Territories, monitoring implementation
of reserved seats in government educational institutions for
admission of wards of war widows/disabled soldiers and ESM
and construction of integrated ‘Sainik Sadan’ in States for
war-widows and ESM and their dependents.

DISABILITY PENSION AND 30th MEETING OF KENDRIYA SAINIK BOARD

Hony Capt Baldev Singh
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One of the major aspects of the author’s
life as a government information
officer is that having pioneered into the
field of defence information, he
covered the Indian Contingent of
United Nations Emergency Force
(UNEF) in Gaza, was involved in
dealing with dispatches of the Sino-
Indian war (1962) from New Delhi, did
full-fledged coverage of the second and
third of India’s three semi-conventional
wars waged by Pakistan (1947-48, 1965
and 1971- all in which Pakistan
inducted armed tribals) and about two
decades later, the fourth-Pakistan’s
proxy asymmetric war by terrorism-
which continues unabated till date.
This apart, his stint with the Research
and Analysis Wing (R&AW), his working
with four of India’s prime ministers as
the Principal Information Officer and
post-retirement tenures as advisor to
Jammu and Kashmir and the defence
ministry make his career graph quite
unique. Further, a diplomatic
assignment of establishing the
Mahatma Gandhi Centre for Cultural
Cooperation at Trinidad and Tobago
and finally his “crossing the fence” to
join a major media house only add to
that uniqueness. The book is hence
rightly titled CONFLICT
COMMUNICATION: CHRONICLES OF
A COMMUNICATOR and makes for
fascinating reading, filled as it is with
interesting and informative anecdotes
covering six decades of Mr. Rao’s
professional life. It joins many dots and
dashes of India’s highly eventful post-
Independence history, much of which
still remains not fully disclosed.Those
who persuaded Mr I. Ramamohan Rao
to write this book-his daughter Smita
and his son-in-law, Sanjiv Prakash,
CEO, Asia News International (ANI),
and others who aided the process must
hence be thanked.

Since Independence it emerged that

while a government information
officer’s job is not an easy one, a
government defence information
officer’s is fraught with many issues
and problems. The politico-
bureaucratic establishment, to put it
mildly, was not too well-disposed
towards the armed forces. It failed to
appreciate India’s geo-strategic
placement and related threats to its
security. Instead of accepting the
advice of military commanders on
these threats-the Chinese one being a
classic example-the key political
leaders and their bureaucrats, already
steeped in ignorance about matters
military, treated the military leadership
with suspicion, while creating and

spreading a phobia about military
coups/takeovers, that too about the
only armed forces in the entire sub-
continent, which obeyed the elected
government’s orders-even some
mindless/stupid ones. Perceptions
about national security, image
projection were blinkered along with
lack of transparency supposedly for
national security, but very often to hide
the government’s weaknesses, flawed
decisions/policy or its “political
considerations”. So, in this morass of
skewered civil-military relations, a
defence spokesperson who aimed to
deliver, often walked a tightrope.

To the author’s credit, right from his
first defence assignment with the
UNEF Indian contingent onwards, he
performed very well, importantly in
such a job enjoying the confidence of
the government, the military and the
media. As late as 1975, the government
finally got down to inducting armed
forces officers into DPR as PROs. The
first of them, Col P.N. Khera, VSM (who
served as PRO, Army and then Joint
Director in DPR, MoD for seventeen
years) recalls that on joining in 1975, he
looked forward to meeting Mr. Rao , as
he had heard high praise of him from
many quarters. After the author’s UN
assignment, he was offered to join the
organisation, but declined. Another
officer mentioned in the book,
honorary Colonel V. Longer, of the
information service, who had been
Joint Director in DPR, got posted to
R&AW as head of its information wing
and may have been instrumental in Mr.
Rao also  following him there and
becoming a “Kaoboy” (after R.N. Kao,
its founder). This book should be read
by politicians, government information
officers,diplomats, bureaucrats, armed
forces officers and journalists as well as
students studying political science and
international affairs.

A BROAD SWEEP OF HISTORY
Lt Col Anil Bhat

CONFLICT COMMUNICATION
Chronicles of a Communicator

By I. Ramamohan Rao
Pentagon Press
188 pages 
Price: Rs. 595 
(hard cover)
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I am always on the lookout for easy to
make delicious puddings. Army life
seems to have engrained the need for
soups and deserts into my system, so I
was just ecstatic to find this easy to make
and delicious Mango Sago pudding. I
have made this desert ‘Vegan Friendly’,
which gives it the added advantage that
it's very light on the stomach! And of
course, this also means lesser calories, so
you can gorge on this desert guilt free!

Ingredients required
� Two large ripe mangoes (or 4-5 medium

sized mangoes)
� Pearl Sago 1/2 cup
� Water to cook sago (1/2 litre)
� Coconut milk 1/2 cup
� Almond milk 1 cup
� Sugar 2-3 tea spoon

Method
Chop one mango into small squares and
set aside. Bring water to boil and add the
pearl sago to this. Let the sago cook on
low heat till it starts to turn translucent.
Do remember to keep stirring as this
cooks and add more water if needed.

Take the flesh from the other mango

and add to a blender. Add the coconut
milk, almond milk and sugar. Blitz for a
few minutes till the mixture is smooth.
Note that this does not need to be too
thick or too runny, so if you prefer, you
can add the almond milk slowly to keep
watch over the consistency. When the mix
is ready, remove into a large bowl
(remember to use a large bowl as you will
be adding mango and sago to this).

Now add the mango pieces you
prepared earlier (set aside a little bit to use
for decoration later). Mix well but do this
gently as you don't want the mango
pieces to get squashed. Set this aside. By
now the sago should be done as well. It
took me roughly about 10-15 minutes to
cook the sago till it became translucent.
Once your sago is translucent, remove
from heat and drain all the water. Wash
the sago under running water to stop the
cooking process and set aside for a few
minutes to drain any remaining water.

After a few minutes, when the sago is

completely cooled and drained, add this
to the mango mix you set aside earlier.
Mix gently and now place the entire
contents into your serving bowl. Decorate
with the mango pieces you set aside
earlier.

Do feel free to experiment with this
dish by using regular milk if you prefer.
Even condensed milk can be used. I use
coconut and almond milk as it's very light
and easy on the stomach and also great
when I have my Vegan friends over!

The bite of the mangoes and the pearl
sago make this dish just irresistible! Do try
it out at your next dinner party… It's a
great cheat too as its super easy (it can be
prepared a day in advance too) and
comes out just delicious!!! Enjoy.

Ms Aditi Pathak is based in
Singapore. Widely travelled and from a
Services background, cooking is one of

her many passions.

PUDDINGS: THE MOUTH WATERING
MANGO SAGO PUDDING

Aditi Pathak
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Trekking is something I have always
loved. It is an adventure into the
unknown, where one gets to know the
terrain as also the flora and fauna of a
place. Meeting the local people
of the area also gives one a
glimpse of the culture of the
area. The spin off benefits are it
keeps one physically fit and
mentally alert - and that is a
boon to all veterans like me.

It was by chance that I came
to know of Sakand Mata Hirthi
Devi temple, located near
Kandaghat, which lies about 28
kms short of Shimla on the
Kalka-Shimla National Highway.
Stopping over at Kandaghat
while proceeding to Shimla, a
range of high hills greet the eye
when you glance towards the
right of the road. The hills are
lower towards the left, gently
tapering down to a narrow
valley. The ancient temple of
Sakand Mata Hirthi Devi lies in the high
hills on the right of the road, on a peak to
the extreme left of these hills. A narrow
unmetalled motorable road emanates
from Kandaghat, which finishes about a
km short of the temple. Trekkers
generally walk from the right most
extreme, along the spurs, as it is a gentle
climb, though a bit longer. But those who
prefer a steep climb, move towards the

left side of the hill and then go for a
steeper but shorter climb.

We took the middle path, starting the
trek from the bottom of a spur near Hotel
Falcon, located 4 kms ahead of
Kandaghat town towards Shimla. We
were pleasantly surprised to know that
the hotel is owned and managed by two
veterans from the Armed Forces. to all
military personnel staying in their hotel,
they give a whopping 50 percent
discount on all types of rooms. We spent
a night at the hotel and early next
morning, at 6 am, we started our trek. 

For the first hour or so the climb was
steep and tiring, but the winding path
was pleasant to walk on. We moved
through a mass of pine trees, gently
swaying in the breeze, which covered the

whole hill in their embrace. The steep
climb done, we moved left towards the
temple, and now the climb was gentler.
Moving up and down over small hillocks,
the peace of the area broken only by our
own heavy breathing. Mercifully, the hills
retained their pristine purity, and there
were but three isolated houses, located
well away from each other, that we
crossed along this route. We spoke to the

occupants who told us that rabbits and
wild boar were a nuisance for their crops
at night. Their womenfolk looked after
the households and cattle, while the men
worked in the fields or did odd jobs in
Kandaghat. In one of these households
we saw an apricot tree, heavy with fruit. A
lot of ripened apricots had fallen to the
ground, and there they remained,
perhaps because they lacked the means
to market them in the town, where this
delicious fruit was selling for Rs 100 a
kilogram! There was a farmer though
who had five cows and trudged daily to
the town to sell his milk. We were offered
tea and water, and were overwhelmed by
the hospitality of these people. They
spoke a dialect different to Dogri which
we knew, but we still managed to

converse with them.
Finally we reached the

sanctum sanctorum - the
ancient temple of Sakand Mata
Hirthi Devi. In the sacred Hindu
festival of Navratri, (meaning
nine nights), nine forms of the
Divine Mother Durga are
worshipped, one on each night.
Sakand Mata is worshipped on
the fifth night. It is here that the
temple gets its sanctity and
importance. A committee of
prominent local people manage
the temple, which was under
renovation. After paying our
obeisance, we returned to the
hotel, tired but happy. It was a
trek to remember.

Col Pala Ram was commissioned into
Army Educational Corpson 13 Jun 1981.
He is a Post graduate in Zoology from
Kurukshetra University and has served

as Headmaster in Sainik School
Purulia(WB) from May 1993 to

December 1996 and thereafter as an
instructor in the IMA. He has a passion

for adventure and trekking.

TREK TO AN ANCIENT SHRINE

Col Pala Ram
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In the coming century, technology would continue to play a greater role in theway militaries operate and India’s case is no different in this matter. Thus,
India’s armed forces desperately need a comprehensive and capital intensive

modernisation plan, over the next two decades, to do their job effectively.The wish
list of our armed forces is often repeated, and so is the fact that India is amongst
the world’s largest importers of weapons and defence technology, with a projected
outlay for purchases over the coming decade in the range of about $250 billion.
Many observers rightly feel that if we had a more efficient military-industrial
complex, this money could have stayed at home. Butthis isn’t likely soon.
But even though Prime Minister Modi has from the beginning advocated a

strong and powerful armed forces for India, the “make in India” programme will
take several years before India can shed off its huge dependence on foreign
military suppliers. The first steps would be to have a new set of guidelines and time
bound delivery deadlines, to allow the entry of the competitive private sector
bodies to take the place of the government patronised defence public sector
undertakings, and to find a way to decrease the stranglehold of our generalist
bureaucracy in the business of defence. And the next step would be to draw a
realistic integrated perspective plan, so that our defence manufacturing and
purchases compliment this plan and each service doesn’t plan to fight a war only
on its own!
General VP Malik, the former COAS, has articulated a set of bench marks for

fulfilling our defence requirement recently in the BusinessWorld magazine, to say
that India’s, “strategy should include (a) facilitating OEMs and domestic defence
industrial houses to expand their hi-tech base soonest; (b) creation of skilled
worker base by the government and industry; (c) assured purchase orders when a
product meets user’s qualitative requirements; (d) simultaneous off-the-shelf
purchase of urgently required items from the approved OEMs (this will also be an
incentive);(e) an unambiguous export policy on defence equipment, and most
importantly, (f) sufficient defence budget for capital purchases.”
However this could take anything from 25 to 30 years. Following a decade of

resistance by the ‘babus’ in South Block, the government has finally overruled
them to allow 100 percent FDI in the defence sector, since only $5 billion dollars
had come into our defence industry against the anticipated nearly $300 billion of
investments. Even the much touted offset process had only a few takers, to provide
the boost to India’s defence industry. India is in fact far from an attractive
destination for the big international defence companies, being ranked as it is,
around 135 in the ‘ease of doing business’.
In the short term therefore, we must still continue with our policy of critical

purchases to handle the range of military commitments from battling
insurgencies, defence of our long land and maritime frontlines under threat from
the increasing China-Pak nuclear and missile threats, and provide the only
credible responses to natural disasters. And the first step in this direction would be
to provide all the technology that India’s armed forces have been desperately
seeking, to protect India and project its influence, abroad.
For Indians, their first experience with modern military technology began in

the 19thcentury with European military campaigns in India. By the early 19th
century, machine guns, mobility - by wheeled automated vehicles and more
importantly railways- and communication through telegraph lines, changed the
face of warfare completely. And now in the 21stcentury, there is the Revolution in
Military Affairs (RMA) that has brought home the importance of lasers and fibre-
optics that are used in so many hi-tech weapon systems. But we cannot wait
forever to make all that we need, in India.

For more details on Maroof Raza, visit:  https:/ / www.maroofraza.com.

IS MAKE IN
INDIA, STILL 
A MIRAGE?

Maroof Raza
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